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SENATE
State of Florida

SPECIAL SESSION "B"
SECOND SPECIAL SESSION 1982-1984
JUNE 16 THROUGH JUNE 24, 1983
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At a Special Session of the Legislature, convened by
proclamation of His Excellency, Bob Graham, Governor
of Florida.

38

JOURNAL OF THE SENATE

...,lthout exammat10n, providing that cert.am persona be quahf1ed to take
the examination, amendmg s 468 324, Florida Stn.tutes, removing the cap
on renewal fees and penalt1ea and prov1dmg for �tabhshment by the

board, providing for contmumg educat10n requ1rements, Amending s
468 325(2) and (3), Florida Statutes, estabhshmg: the boe.rd's authortt)'
over d1sc1phnary act10ns, prov1dmg that cert.am persons may retake cer
t.am portions of the exammatmn a hm1ted number of times, repealmg: s
468 327, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, relatmg: to department rule
makmg authority, repealing s 468 3245, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supple

ment, relating to apprenticeship programs, amending s -471 003( 1) and

(2)(1), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and s 471 03 1 (1)lb), Florida
Statutes, proh1bitmg unregistered engmeers from holding themselves out
as bemg registered, changmg the types of construct10n proJec� upon
which certam electrical, plumbmg, air-cond1t10ning, or mech.11.mc.11.l con
tractors may work v.1thout bemg registered engineers; amending s
4i2 005(1), Florida Statutes, and s 472 007(1), Flonda St.11.tutes, 1982
Supplement, ren.11.mmg the Board uf Land Surveyors, .11.mendmg s
472 013(2) and (4), Flond.11. Statutes, changmg ex.11.minat10n prereqmsites
for apphcants for land surveyor licenses, amendmg s 472 033(l)(h), Flor
ida Statutes, exp.11..ndmg certam grounds for d1sc1phnary action .11..gamst
land surveyors , amendmg s 473 303(1), Florida Statutes, exp1ndmg the
membership of the Board of Accountancy; amendmg s 473 313, Florida
Statutes, revising prov1SJons relatmg to inactive status of accountants'
licenses, prov1dmg a restnction upon the duration of inactive status, pro
,. 1dmg exceptions, amendmg s 475 125, Florida Statute,, 1982 Supple
ment, providmg for the refund of apphc.11..t10n .11.nd hcense fees for real
estate brokers and salesmen, amendmg s 475 17(1) and (2). Florida Stat
utes, 1982 Supplement, proh1b1tmg the Jicem;ure of certain persons,
changing educat10n requirements, amendmg s, 475 175, Flonda Statutes,
1982 Supplement, requiring educat10nal mstitut1ons and real estate
schools to notify the Real Est.8.te Comm1ss10n of persons satisfactorily
completmg certam educat10n reqmrements, amendmg s 475 181(2), Flor
ida St.8.tutes, 1982 Supplement, ftnd addmg a subsection, prov1dmg for
the expiration of hcensure apphcat10ns and cert1f1c.11..trnm; amendmg s.
475 23, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, clarifymg prov1srnns relatmg
to the expirat10n of real estate snlesmen hcemies, amendmg s 475 25(1),
Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, expandmg the :oi.ppheat10n of provi
s1om relatmg to real est.11.te related d1sc1phnary actrnn and changmg cer
tain grounds therefor, amendmg !!I 475 45 1(2), (6), and (8), Florida Stat
utes, 1982 Supplement, ch.11.ngmg hcensure requirements for real estate
school operators, administrators and mstructors, am�ndmg s
475 483(l) (b), Florida SUttutes, 1982 Supplement, providmg an exceptrnn
to notice requirement! for claims agamst the Real Estate Recovery Fund,
amendmg s 415 484( 1), (31, and (4), Florid.11. Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
mcreasmg amount hmits for authorized payments from the Real Estate
Receivmg Fund, amendmg s 476 154( 1), Florida Statutes, deletmg provi
sions relatmg to restoratrnn of licenses of retired barbers, nddmg a sub
section to s 476 184, Florida Statutes, requmng display of barber shop
reg1stratrnns and barbers' licenses, creahng s 476 210, Florida Statutes,
requmng barber services to he performed m registered barbershops, pro
Hdmg exceptions, cre.11..tmg !'I 477 0135, Flonda St.11.tute,, exemptmg cer
tam persons from bcensure a<; cosmetologists, amendmg s 477 019 (1) (b),
Florida Statutes, changmg a hmitat10n with respect to st1ndards estab
lished by the Board of Cosmetology pursuant to tr1mmg required to
quahfy for hcensure, cre.11.tmg s 477 021 1 , Florida Statutes, authonzmg
contmumg educatrnn requirements for cosmetolog1sts, .11.mendmg s
-t77 022 (1) and (3J, Florida St.11.tutes, 1982 Supplement, changmg cosme
tology exammat10n requirements, creatmg s. 477 0265, Florida Statutes,
proh1bitmg cert.8.m acts and prov1dmg penalties, amendmg s 477 028( 1),
Florida Statutes, authonzmg disc1plmary actions .11.g.11.mst cont mumg edu
cation providers, amendmg s 477 029, Florida Statutes, proh1bitmg vrnla
t10ns of prov1stons relatmg to cosmetology and mcreasmg the types of
d1sc1phnary actions; creatmg s 477 030, Florida Statutes, requmng cos
metology services to be performed in hcensed salon,, prov1dmg excep
trnns, amending s 480 033(3), Florida Statute�, expandmg the defimtrnn
of "massage", amendmg s 480 041 (4), Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement,
cl.11.nfymg license rene\\ .11.l requirements for masseurs, amending s
480 046( 1), Florida Statutes, relatmg to d1sc1 plmary action by the Board
of Massaie, amending ss 481 207 and 481 307, Florida Statutes, mcreas
mg certam fees for architects and landscape architects, addmg a subsec
tion to s 481.309, Florida Statutes, prov1dmg examm.11..t10n requirements
for landscape architecture licenses, amendmg s 484 007(1)(e), Florida
Statute�, changmg qu1lificat10ns for hcensure of opt1c1ans, repealing s.
484 002(6), Florida St.8.tutes, removmg the defmitmn of "hcensed physi
cian" in prov1s1ons relating to opticians; amendmg s 486.091, Florida
Statutes, providmg alternative d1sciplmary act10ns against physical ther
apists, amendmg s 489 1 15(1 ) , Flonda St.11.tutes, restnctmg the effect of
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certification of construction contractors, amendmg s 489 119(5), Florida
Statutes, 1982 Supplement, requmng the u.se of the reg1strat10n or certi
fication number of contractors m all advertismg nnd requmng locnl veri
fication of .state hcensure of construct10n contractors, amend i ng s
489 129(1), Florida Statutes, relatmg to d1sc1plmary act10n agamst such
contractors, amendmg s. 489 505(1), Florida Statutes, makmg a technical
change, amending s 489 509, Florida Statutes, mcreasmg fees for electn
cnl contractors, addmg a paragraph to s 489 533(1), Flonda Statutes,
addmg a ground for d1sc1plinary act10n agamst electrical contractors,
amendmg s 490 005(l) (b) and (2), Florida Statutes, chang:mg quahf1ca
trnns for hcensure of psychologists by exammat10n, changing quahfica
trnns for climcal social workers, marriage and family therapists, mentnl
health counselors, and school psychologists, amendmg s. 490.014(2)(c),
Flonda Statutes, 1982 Supplement, changmg the exemption from hcen
sure u psycholoiists for certain employees of educatrnnal instltut10m, ,
reqmrmg the Department of Professional Regul.11.trnn to make certam
studies and to report to the Legislature, addmg subsection (3) to s
501 122, Flond.11. Statutes, prov1dmg a restnction upon the use of laser
devices, prov1dmg a penalty; amendmg ss 458 321, 459.009, 460 409,
461 008, 463 008, 466 015, 468 1725, 470 016, 47 1 019, •72.019, 474 212,
475 1825(1), 481 217, 481 3 15, 484 009, and 490 008, Flonda Statutes,
amendmg s 475 183, Florida Statutes, 1982 Supplement, and cre.11..tmg !!IS
476 155, 477 0212, and 480 04 15, Florida Statutes, relatmg to regulat10n
of medical prachhoners, osteop1thic phy.sicians, chiropractic phys1c1ans,
podiatrists, optometrists, dentists and dental hyg1emsts, nursing home
admm1strators, funeral directors and embalmer�, engmeers, land survey
ou, veterin.11.nans, real estate brokers and salesmen, architects, landscape
architects, opt1C1ans, psychologists, barbers, cosmetologists and cosmetol
ogy mstructors, and masseurs, to modify regulator} prov1s1ons enablmg
said professrnnals to place their licenses m an mactive status, correctmg
a cross reference, providmg for relative umform1ty, providmg for apphca
t10n and fees, hm1tmg mact1ve status to 4 year.s, unless renev.ed, prov1d
mg for automntlc exp1rat1on of license upon failure to renew or reactivate,
mod1fymg contmumg education requirements, grandfathermg in current
hcensee.s whose licenses have been placed m macttve status, repealmg s
476 154(3) (c) , (d), (e), (f) , and (g), relatmg to placement of barbeu'
licenses m an mact1ve status, s 477 019(5), Florida Statutes, relatmg to
placement of cosmetologists' licenses m an m.11.ct1ve status, s 477 021(7),
Florida Statutes, relatmg to placement of cosmetology mstructors'
licenses m an m.11.ctn,e status, and s 490 007(4), Florida Statutes, relating
to pl.11.cement of licenses of psychologists, climcal social workers, marriage
and fam ily ther.11.pists, mental health counselors, and school psychologists
m an mact1ve status, amending s 455 02, Florida Statutes, relatmg to
renew.11.l of licenses for members of the Umted States Armed Forces, pro
' ddmg for the regulatrnn of the busmess of mstallat10n or repair of alarm
systems, providing defmit10ns; creatmg an Alnrm Busmess L1censmg
Board wtthm the Department of Professional Regulatrnn, providmg qual1ficat10ns and procedures for hcensure by exammat10n or experience, pro
vidmg qu.11.hficat1on and providing for 1s!!uance of certificate of competen
cy, providing for license renewal; providmg contents of apphcatLOns,
providmg grounds for denial, nonrenew.11.l, suspens10n and revocatrnn of
license nnd certificate of competency, providing for bond, providing
apphc.11..t10n, cert1f1c.11..te of competency and license fees, prov1dmg for
mvestig!ltrnn of applicants by the deputment, prov1dm� for enforcement,
prov1dmg for the effect on the regulatory authority of local, governments,
pro\ 1dmg penalt ies, prov1dmg for review and repeal m accordance with
the Regulatory Sunset Act, prov1d1ng severab1hty, estabhshmg a residen
tial pl.11.nned development study committee, prov1dmg for membership
and duties of the committee, requmng the committee to prepare a report,
prov1dmg for future review and repe.11.l, provtdmg effective dates
-was taken up out of order and by two-thirds vote read the second
time by title
On mot10n by Senator Langley, further cons1derat10n of SB 31-B w.11.s
deferred
On mot10n by Senator Neal, the rules were wal\ ed and the Senate
reverted to-

:\IESSAGES FROM THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
The Honorable Curtis Peterson, Pr�s1dent

I am directed to mform the Sen.11.te thet the House of Representatives
has p.11.ssed as amended HB 47-B and requests the concurrence of the
Senate
A llen Morns, Clnh

J une 16, 1983

JOURNAL OF THE SENATE

By the Committee on Appropriat10nsH B 4 7 -B-A b1U to be entitled An act relatmg to water re!'iources,
amending s 373 026, Florida St-11tutes. expanding duues of the Depart
ment of Env1ronmenktl Regulation v.1th respect to collectmt and mon1tor1ng data relatm! to water resources, creating s 403 063, F!onda St.!l.t
utes, requmng the deputmMt to est.!1.blish a groundw!lter qua.hty
momtonng network and prov1dmg cntena therefor, requ1rmg regional
and tocal iovemments to sample and test groundwater as directed by the
department. requmng the department to de..,elop a program of mspectmg
pad.age se'>H1.ge treatment fac1lit1es, amendmg � 403 855, Florida Stat
utef> expanding dut ies of the department relating to immment hazArds m
,� ater :;.upp!res. adding �ub.itlct10ns to s 373 '.?.03, Florida Statutes, pro..,, 1d 
mg defimtwns, amenJmg s 173 �06 Florida Statute!!, expanding the
a•1l h(1rttv ot the departm�nt tv plug hazardous arte5ian 11. eJ!s creating s
.::1 ,1 ..:u7, Florida .::itatutes, requiring 11.ater m«nagement districts to adopt
plan� tor plugging ahandoned artesian ;,, ells pro. 1d1ng tor revie;,, of plans
hy the department, creatmg s 487 0615, Florida Statutes, establishing
the Pe�t1c1de Re\ 1e11, Council, prov1dmg for mem�rsh1p, prov1dmg
powers and respons1b1lit1es, pro..,,id1ng fur rulemakm� peut1on, prov1dmg
reim bursement for tra\ el, creating s 487 043, Florida Statutes provwing
for the testmit of restncted-use pesticides prov1aing duties of the Pesti
cide Review C,)uncd the Department of .\griculture And Consumer Ser
\ ices. and the Department of Environmental Regulat10n, prO\'ldmg for
tuture review and repeal of ss 487 0615 and 487 043, Florida Statutes,
creatmg ,1n 11.gricuJture pohcy for the state. addmg subsect10n 1 4 J to s
570 -H, Flonda Statutes, add1ng a fourth bureau ro the Dmswn of
lnspect1un a nd proHdmg for certam pos1t10ns, repealing s 487 061. Flor
ida Statutes, 1 982 Supplement, abohshmg the Pl'!stlc1de Techmcal Coun
cil prov1dmg an appropri.i1tton to the Pesticide Rl'!He� Council. .mend
lnR s .1 76 l l { -l )t b) Florida Statutes, 11.nd addmg paragraphs iD and l g) to
sub-,i::>ct1on 1 5 1 of said sect10n, mcreasmg hm1t.s on the balance m the Flor
ida Coastal Protection Trust Fund «nd prov1dmg for additton.!..L d1sburse
ml'!nts tram the fund, amendmg s :::!08 00 1 . Florida Statutes. mcreasmg
the tax on the genera tton of hazardous waste!, amendm! !I. 403 '70212) 1c).
Florida St.a.tut�s, prov1dmg legislative mtent, addmg subsect10ns to s
40 3 704, Flortda St..a.tutes, prov1dm! additional power!! and duties of the
Department ,)f Environment.a.I Re!ulat10n. amendm! !I. 403 722(9) 11.nd
( IO), Florida St.a.tutes, 1982 Supplement, specifying cert.am reqmrements
m certam perm1tttng processe!I, cre11.tmg s 403 7225, Florida Statutes,
prov1dmg for the preparat10n of local hazardous waste management
as�e11sments, prov1dmg dutLes of the counties, regional plann1ng councils,
and the departml'!nt relative to !!UCh ,,isses11ment.s, creat1ng the Local Gov
ernment Hazardous Waste Management Progrll.Ill and prov1dmg for the
aUocat10n of funds. amendmg 11 403 723, Flortda Statutes; requ1rint
counties to comp lete a hazardous wa!lte needs assessment and to choose
a site tor a hazardous waste storate facility, prov1dmg duties of the Gov
ernor and C'abmet, requmn! counties to notify sm.!..ll quantity generators
of their re!lpons1b1ht1es annually, requmng such g-enerators to dt!!close
certain mtormat10n to the county, proV1dmg for \.erific11.t1on of such ien
erator:,' management practice!!, prov1dm! penalties, requmng- counties to
furmsh mtormat10n on the �sessment and the notificat10n program to
the department, aml'!ndmg s 403 103( 18), Flonda Statutes, redefin1ng the
Mclo�ure� of a resource recovery and mana!l'.ement facz.hty; amendmg s
40.1 7ti4t 16), Florida Su.tute11, chan�ing procedure!! for the reV\ew of
department rules c;mcter than those of the l'mted State11 Emo1ronmenta.l
Protection .l. gencv �eb.c:ng to resource recmery and management,
J.mending s -40 1 70-4."ii l ! l c! , Florida Sl:4tutes 1982 Supplement, correct
l!l"" a rl'!tl'!rence amending s 403 7071 1 ) and I :!l. Florida Statutes, 198'2
S upplement and dddmg a subsect10n, requmng resource recovery and
manag-em ent facilit•e,;; and sites ,;,, hich are closed to be permitted, ch11.nt·
mg exceptions from ll'!ttam permit reqmrements, restricting the perm,t
tmg of certain new �an 1tan, landfills, creating s -403 7 26, Florida Statutes,
esta blishing .\mnesty Days for the purging of !!mall qu11.nt1t1es of hazard
ou� wastes, amend1ng s 40'3 727(3) and 1 -4), Florida Sta.tutf'S, 1982 Sup
plement. and add ing a new su bsect10n ( 4 / thereto mcreasmg penalties for
\ 10lat1or1!1 of proV1s10ns relat1ng to hazardou!I wastes, 1mposmg h11.bd1t)
upon specified persons for cos� and damage11 caused by the release or
threatened release of hazardous substan,::es, restncting th!'! ab1hty of JO" ·
ernment ent1t1e, to interpose a defense to such h.ibility , creating s
501 082, Flonda Statutes, requ1rmg specified governmental agenc1e!I and
mst1tut1on11 of the Stliite University System to not1f;r the department
regarding hazardous matenals and management practice11, requmng 11, nt
ten plans tor management and spill control. prot,.tdmg for s1tmg- of a mul
tipurpose hazardous waste facility by the state, prov1dmg for adoption of
!litmg cnter1a by the department, prov1dmg for adoption of a !llte des1.gna
t10n by the Envuonmental Regulat10n Commission, d1rectmr the com-
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miS1110n to contract for construction and operation of the facility; requ1r
mg permitting of the facility, authonzmg the issuance of state bonds,
proh161t1ng haz11.rdou!I waste l11.ndfill11 and the issuance of permits there
for, providint for emeriency temporary permits, creatm� s 768 131, Flor
ida St.a.tutes, prov1dmg immunity from liability !or persons who assist m
cleanini up any d1scharie of h11.zardou11 matenals, providing e1:cept10ns;
prm1dmg re!lpons1b1ht1es of the department, repealing s 403 729, Flonda
Statutes, abolishing the S tate Hazardous Waste Policy AdvtSory Council,
creating s J76 1 15, Florida Statute!!, creating the Water Qua.lny Assur
ance Trust Fund, proV1d1ng fundmg, authonzm"" an exc1!le tax upon re�15trants ooeratm� termtnal facd1t1e� under certain c1rcumsl-!.nces prov1d1ng tor ,uspens1on ot the t.u 1n certam years, pro..,, 1d1ng for collect10n,
prm 1ding for adm1mstrat1on addm� s;u bsect1on 1 �21 to s 2 1.) 22, Flor•da
.Statutes authonzmg certam deductions lrom the \\ atl'!r Qua.Inv .\ssur
ance Trust Fund cre ating � -t0J 16.5":i Flunda Statutes, creatmg the
Em1ronmental Short-Term Emergencv Response to pro� 1de for po!lut10n
abatement procedures amending s .181 27'.:, Florida St.11.tutes, 1982 Sup
pleml'!nt, providmg for the regulation of ons1te rather than tnd1\. 1dual
sewage d15pO!!a] s� stems, changm� the ty pes of subd1v1s10ns which may
use certain svstems, restnct1ng the locat10n ot such s)stems providin!l'. for
equal application of re!ltnct1ons ,1,nd rules changmg the cucumstances m
which \ at111.nces mav be granted and the procedures therefor, proh1.b1tmg
certain uses of organic chemical sohents, proh1bitmg issuance of permits
m certain areas authorizm� tl'!mporary permits for expenmental svstems,
deleung pro..,, 1s10ns relatmg to organic waste compostmg svstems; provtd 
mg tor a spec111.l rule m certain cases, creating s 381 273, Flonda Statutes,
authormng the Department or Health and Rehab1htat1ve Services to col
lect fees tor regulatmg sucn S','Stems and for certam research. mcreasmg
fees to fund the accelerated soil suney program in the Department of
Agnculture and Con!lumer Services, prov1dmg appropnations, amending
.:os 403 1821 -403 1824, 403 1826, 403 1829, Florida Statutes, providmg a
short title, providing defin1t10ns, spec1fymg eligible uses of the State
Water Pollutwn Tru!lt Fund, pro..,,1dmg for th!'! Department of Environ
ment.,! Regulation to make rule, with re!lpect to proJect prmr1tle!! and
certain other matter11. prov1dm� for transfer of funds from the State
Water Pollut10n Control Trust Fund to the Small Community Sewer
Construcuon As,;;1stance Tru11t Fund, pro..,, tdmg for restncuons on the use
of grant money, providmg for tran!lfer of fund!! from the State Water Pol·
lution Control Tru11t Fund to the Smail Community Sewer Con11tructmn
Ass111i.nce Trust Fund, pro'lld1nr gmdelmes for local iovernmental con
tnbutwns to pro3ect11, reqmnng proJec� to be self-5uffic1ent with re!lpect
to operation, mamtenarn..e, and rl'!placement costs, prov1dm� fundmg pr1ont1es, amendm� s 403 1832, Flonda Sta.tute11, destgnatmg the depart
ment as the !!tate agency to con tract with the federal government on cer
tam act1..,,1t1e11, amendmg :!I 403 8041 J), Flonda Statutes. prov1dmg dut1e!I
of the Environment.al Regulat10n Comm1S1110n; creatmg s11
403 1836-403 1839, Florzda St11.tute11, creatmg t h!'! Small Community
Sewer Construction Ass1!ltance Tru!lt Fund 10 the department, provtdmg
for grants from the fund prov1d1ng duties of the department regardmg
such grant!! repealmg S!I 40.3 18'27, 403 1 828 403 1830, 403 183 1 ,
403 1833, Flonda Statute11, relating t o adm1n1stermg federal grants for
water pollut10n control and sewage treatment, add1ng a subsection to !1212 02, Florida Statute!!, 1982 Supplement, as amf!'nded, providing a defi
nition, 11.mend1ng s 212 1 1 1 l \, Flonda Statute!!, changmJ sales tax collec
t10n procedure'.!!, amendm!:" s 212 1 2 ( 2 ) , Flonda Statutes, and re�almg
subsect10n 1 5 / , prov1dm� 11. penaltv, transf,.r ring cert.am funds from gen
eral re..,,enue to the State Water Pollution Control Trust Fund 11.nd pro
viding uses therefor amending s 40J 802, Florida Statute!!, providing l'!'t·
islative polic,, , amending s 403 803, Flonda Statutes, prov1dm�
defm1t1ons, amf'ndmg s 403 805, Flonda Statutes authormng the Secre
tary of the Department ul Environmental Regulation to delegate cert.am
po;,,er!I and duties to the water management districts, amendmg !I
403 807, Flonda Statutes, prov1dm� powers and duttes of the D1v1'.!!1on of
EnV1ronme ntal Program!! of the department, amending !I 403 808, F!or1d11. Statute!!, provid1ng dut1e!I of the Divmon of Environmental Permit•
t1ng of the department, addmg sub11ect1ons to s 403 061 , Flonda Statutes,
authonzmg the Dep1Utment of Env1ronmenta.l Re!Ulauon to adopt rule!!
protecting certam shellfish hanest1ng waters and regulatm! cert.am st-or11.ge tanks and piping !!}'Stems, amendmg s 403 809, Florida Sta.tut.es, pro
viding for boundanes and management per!lonnel of em ironrnental dis
tncts. amendmg s 403 812, Florida Statute!!, prov1dm! for delegatmg
certam departmental power, 1md dut1e!I to the water management dis
tricts, prov1dmg hmitat10ns on such powers and dutie!I, amending s
403 813( 1 ), Florida Statute!!, 1982 Supplement, prov1d1ng criteria for cer
t.am pro1ects for which a permit 1s required, amending s 373 016(2), Flor
ida St.a.tute!I prondmg leiislative po!1n, amendmg !I 373 026(7), Florida
St.a.tute11. prov1dmg for powers and duties of the department, amendmg s
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373 1 06, Florida Statutes, grantmg the water management districts exclu

si ve au thorn� to J!lsue cert.am permits, amend mg s 373 1 1 4. Florida Stat
utes, proV1dml!," for review by the department of cert.am Wl'lter mana!e
ment district rul�, proV1dm� procedures for such review, amending s

3'73 1 16( 1 ) , Florida Statutes, prov1dmg for fihng cert.am permit appl1ca

(3\ +e Cooperate with other st.!lte qenc1es, wau-r management dis
tncts, and regional. county, or other local i::overnmental ori::aniurnons or
agencies created for the purpose of ut1hzmg and conservmg the ..,aters m
this state, � assist such ori-amz.atwns and agencies 1n coordinating the
use of theJT fac1li t1es, and participate m an exchange of ideas, kno,;,,,Jedge,
and daUI. with such orgamz.at10ns and agencies For this purpose the
department may mamtam an advisory staff of experts

l10ns with the d1stncts, amending Ii 373 303\61, Flonde Statutes, modify
mg the defimtwn of "well", repealmg s 373 303/9) , Florida Statutes, ehm
matmg: the exemption of sand -point wells from well regulations,
amending s 373.308( 1 ) and (2J, Flond.?1 St4tutes, and 8.ddmg n. new !1Ub
sect1on (3) , requmni the department to authonzl" water management d1s
tncts to exercise cert.am powers, amending s 373 323, Florida St.atu�s,
prov1dmg for water well contractor's licenses to be issued by the v,,ater
management districts, amending s 373 333, Florida Statutes, prov1dmg
for enforcement. prO\ 1dm� effective dates

(51 tt Idtnt1fy by contmumg study those .11rf'as of the state where
s.11ltwater intrusion 1s • threat to freshwater resources and report its find
ings to the \\ 11.ter management dtstricts, boards of count� comm1ss1onf'rs
and pubhc concerned

-was read the first time by title On mot10ns b;, Sent.or Neal the rules
were v. a1ved and b;, twvo-th1rds vote HB 47-8 v.as placed on the special
order calendar and by unanimous consent ta.ken up instanter

( 6 1 +ft Cond uct, f'1ther independenth or m cooperation with an;,
person or governmental agenc;, , a program of stud\., research, and e:xpen
mentatwn and evaluation in the field of .-eather mod1f1cat1on

On motion by Senator Neal, by two-thirds vote HB 47-B was read the
second time by title.

(7) +6 EAtrc1se i::enera.l superv1sol'}- authonty over all water m.11nage
ment d1stncu The department may exercise anv power herem author
ized to be exerm,ed by a water management dtstnct The department
shall review, e.nd may rescind or mod tfy , any pohq , rult, regulat10n, or
ordf'r of a v.ater management district, except those policies, rules, or reg
uiations v.h1ch 1nvoh,f' only the mtemal management of the district, t.-0
msure compliance with the pro\- 1s10ns and purposes of this ch.11pter Such
reVJew ma" be initiated at an;, time either b, the department or by an
mterested person aggr1f',;.ed b'I such pohc;, , rule, regulat10n or order by
film� a request for such review with the department and servmg a copy
on the water management d1stnct Such request for revie\'. 1s not a pre
con dition to the effect1\. eness of such poltc;, , rule regulation, or order, or
to the seeking of 1ud1c1a.l reviev,, as otherv.1�e provided

Senator Neal moved the followmg amendment
�
'>.
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Am endment 1-0n pai::e 9, !me 25, strike everything after the enact
mg clause and msert.
PART I
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION
DATA COLLECTION
Section 1

Sectrnn 373 026, Florida Statutes, ts amended to read

373 02£ General powers and duties of the department -The Depart
ment of Environmental R�latrnn, or its successor agency, shall be
responsible for the admm1strat1on of this chapter at the state level How
ever, It ts the policy of the state that to the greatest exttnt pnm b le, the
department may enter into mterai::encv or tnterloca/ agreem ent� with any
other state ai::ency, water manaiement district, or local goL,ernment con
ductmg programs related to or matenall;, affecting the water resources of
the state A\1 such 1n,eragenr_ a�reements shall be sub1ect tu the prov1 s10ns of s 373 046 In add1t1on to its other powers and duties the depart
ment shall, to tht greatest tr.tent possible 1s e.1:1t.flel'l�e8
( 1 l +e Conduct. independently or 1n cooperation \\1 th other agencies,
t opographic surveys, research, and investigations mto all aspects of water
use and water quality.

( 2 ) Bt the central repo,;ttory Jar all sctent1f1c and /actual mforma
twn relating to water resourcts gtnerated by local government ,, water
ma nafi!e ment dtstrtcfa and state atenc1es and to tha t tnd tu collect,
mmntar n and malu availablt such information to public and orwat e
U \er'I u i thtn tht statt and t o assist m the acqutsLtwn of screntt/ic and
tactual data from the U nited Statt� Gtolog1cal Sun•e, A ll local goL>ern 
mcn b , u a ter mana�tmtnt dutnct� and state agencies art dirtcted to
cuoperate u 1th the departmtnt or rts agenb rn maRrng available to it for
th1� pu.rpo,e such scientific and factual data as the_\. ma_, haee, generate
or p0S'll!S5, as tht dtpartmtnl dttm,, necessan The depa rtment 1s
aut horized to prescnbt tht format and ensure quality contrnl for all
data collected or submitted Additional/_, the departmen t .� hall a nnu
alh put,/1�h a b1bl1ograph, of all u ater re�ourcc tnl'e'ltl.!atwn, cron
duded 1n the szatc, Ou /1rst suc-h b1hhu!fraphy to De pu.b/1 ,hrd nu later
than Ju i_, l Jfl84 Tl-ie departm�nl 11 aaditwna lly directed t ro £Blabl1�h
prwri lle� for the dei elopment of a compu.tenzed groundu.,acer aata ba�t
upon the follou•tn� pnnc1pies

(4) +0 Prepart and provide for dissemmat1on to the pubhc of current
and ueeful mformation relt1tmg to the water re1.ources of the state

( S)(a) +e Provide such coordmatwn, cooptrat1on, or approval neces
sarv to the effectuatwn of any plan or project of the Federal Government
m connectwn with or concerning the waters m the state Un1ec:.s otherWJSf'
pro,1ded by state or federal la\\, the department shall, subJect to confi r
mation by the Legislature, have the power to approve or d isapprove such
federal plans or projects on behalf of the state
( b l The department st..bJect to confirmatwn b\ the Leg1sl.11ture shall
act on behalf of the st.ate m the negotiation and consummat10n oi lln;>
agreement or compt1ct wnh another state or other states concerning
waters of the ,;;tate
( 9 ) ( a ) # Huld annually a conference on wattr resources developmen
tal programs Each agency, comm1ss10n district mumc1pahty, or poht1cal
subd1v1c:.1on of the statf' responsible for a specific wt1ter regources develop
ment program requmng federal assistance shall pre,;;ent .11t such confer
ence its programs and pro1ects and the needs there0f N0t1ct of the timt
and plact of the annual conference on water rf'suurce,;; developmental
proirams shall be extended by mail at least 30 dav:, prior tu the date of
such conference to anv person who has filed a wntte n request for not1fi
cat10n \I. Ith the df'partment Adequate opportumt\ &hall be afforded l:or
part1c1pat10n at th� conference b;, interested mtmbers of the general
public
( b l llpon termmat10n of the water conference tht department shall
select those prrqects for pre,;;ent.ation 1n the Flonda program of pubhc
works 1>. h1ch btst represent the public wel fare and mteres: of the people
c,f the st.ate a� required fur th1: proper de\e ]<,pment, use c0nsen at1or;
and prutectiun of thtc water,;; of the sta te and ]11.nd reso ,u< e<. affected
thereb, Thereal t er the department �hall pre�ent tu the appropriate
committee$ and agencies of the Federal Go,;. erllfllent a prog-ram of publ ic
works for Flondn. r�questmg authonzt1t1on for funds for each proJect
PART II
GROVND\\"ATER MO�ITORI:-JG

(aJ Regwns deemtd pront to groundu ate� contamrnatwn dut to
pr�Sl!nt land-use
(b) Reiwn.� that hai-e an uien t1fw blt direct connectron u,i th an_,
con/med aquifer uttlt:zed as a drmkmg u a t er aquifer
1 r 1 An) reiwn dependtnt on a single source aquifer for po ta ble
ater as defined m the Deparlmtnl of Envtronmental Regu lation Rule
1 7-J Flonda Admm1stratwe Codt Te erlleet:, eem131le, a"Ei. •"al_;l!:e , for
1i.t 11:1sr u1el �u1elanee 1n alim1nis,er1P1f!!! tAe aloer reseJPer la � ef t:lue
stBte, se1ent:ifie anli Hle,11:1.J llaLa from t.l-l.e Un1te8 S,at.ee Grnl�g1eiiol
8ur• e_ er BR_ st:ate •f!!e11 e_, St.aw •,:u1e1es are ehreet.eel t,e eoopeute o 1E.ft
t.ke eleputme11t er 1l.ti af!!ent. 1■ ••Imig !! 1ula£lle ,e It ier 1,fus p1upese
s<1.ek se1eRt1fie a11Ei Hlet<1.al Mw. • ,�e tt1a ka,e
11

Section '.2
403 063

Sect10n 403 063, Florida Statuu-s 1s created to read
Gmund.,,, ater q ualit;, momtonng -

/ 1 ) The department, m cooperation with other statf' •i::enc1es, water
management districts, and local governments, shall establish a groundwa
ter quahty monitoring network destgned to detect or predict contamma
tion of the state's groundwater resources
(2) The dep.11rtment m.!1.J , b\. rule, determme the pnomy of sites to be
monitored .,,, 1 thm such iroundwater quaht\.' momtonng network b as ed
upon the to!lowing criteria
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St"ctwn 37 Rt"sponsib1lit1es of the department -�oth in� in this act
shall be construed to limit or removt" any present powers and respons1bil1 t1t"s of the Ot"pa rt ment ul Environmental Rt"gulat1un '.I. 1th regard to h.i.z
ardous waste mandgt"ment

!c/ Such haurds have occurred m the past, •re occurrm� now, and
present future threats of potent1ally catastrop hic proportions, all of
which are e'(pressly declared tQ he 1mm1c.al to the paramount interests of
the st.ate as herein set forth, and

St"ct10n .18 St"ctton 403 ';"�9. Flonda S�tu te:,,, a<; crt"ated by chapter
80-J02, Laws of Florida, 1s hereb} repeait"d

1 d ) Such state mterest! outweigh anv economic burden!! tmposed by
the Legislature upon th�e enga�ed m stormg pollutan� as defined
herem dnd related act1v1t1es

Sect10n 39 There 1s hereby appropriated from the Site Rl'!storat1on
Tru5t Fund $ l mdhon to the Department of Environmental Rt"gulatwn
for the purpose of fundin� local hazardou<; wa<;tt" management assess
mt"nts. rt"� 1onal ha1ardous WA.Ste manaJ:"emt"nt a:,<:('!:,,s;ments, and storage
.-1.rea M -.; 1 t � selt"ct1ons pursuan t to tn1s act The Jmou n t of 5'750,0UO of this
Jopr,\Drtation <:had be c.fiftr1buted !"Qua ll\ bPtween the Tampa Ba,,.
Reg:1)tlal P!,lnnt'l!!: Cuuncd, the ::,outh Fl,)nda Reg wnal Planning Council
che >-'urthe::J.st Fl, mria Hr ,, 1nn,1! F l ,r nning C1 ,ut'cil Jnd tht East Cen tral
f]qnda Regrnn,11 P!an ntng Cou'lu[ The Jmuunt ,Jf '3'250,1)()() ;haJI be
r!"ta 1ned b,:. the depMtment for the purpo�e ,1f developing guidelines for
the local and regwnal hazardous waste asse,;;.;;me nts and for the purpose
ul pro\ 1d 1n,:- conttn!{enn funds for reg-ions whl( h demonstrate that their
tundrng- needs are greater thnn the ungmal appropnat1un.
.Sect 1(1n 40 There 1<; herebv appropriated fr{lm the Site Restor•twn
Trust Fund $9U(l ,l )()U tor the purpose ol lundmg- A mnesty Day,;; as
described m t h i s dct
P ART \'!I
PO LL UTA:-ST SPILL PRE\'E:STIO ,
P ,RT I

,�o

CO NTROL

.Section 4 1 Part ! l)f chapter 316, Florida Statute�, shall constst of
�ect1nns 376 01 1 , 176 021 376 031 , .:;76 04 1 . .376 05 1 , 376 06, '376 07,
3';'1; ()9 ;1/6 10, ,1'16 l I. 17fi 12, 376 lJ, 3/f; 14 371-i l."J, 3'j6 16, J76 165,
,i/6 1 7 376 18, J76 19, J76 '.:!O, J76.205, and .rifi 21, Florida Statutes, :md
s 376 0 1 1 . Florida Statutes. is •mended to re.!ld
316 0 1 1 Short t i tle - Part I ot this � chap tt-r shall be known as the
�Pollutant Spill Prevention and Control Act "
Sect10n 42
176 05 1

':lubsectiun 16) 1s added to section 376 05 1 to read

Pov. er� and duties of the department -

,'01 \,\, ithin 1 20 da, ,. of the "'ffectn·e date> {)( this )ub<Jectwn , the
departmi?nt ,hall ridopt rules prouct.rn,? pr :he LOOrd.ma tton of the
respedwe dut ies Pf the Department u( Enu1 �onmt!nlal Regulatwn and
ihe Deparcmtnt (!j ,\ atural Rpsource� u·ith re,pect to tht implementa
tum of part I of th1:, chaptu Such rult, shall �peciftcally establMh pro
cedure� that det umme which of tht two agency'> �hould respond in th e
case of �pt>c1 f1c t , pP� oj pollutant :,pill incidents, and establish mtnt·
mum cnterta for rt\p,m�e times The rules shall a/�o :,pec1fy cntena and
orocedures fnr the npPnaitu.re •1/ Coastal Protection Tru<;t Fund
'71.0neys /or pollution tncaunt:, that require actwn bv the Dtpartment of
Em 1rrinmental Regula twn
1

Section 43 Part II ul chapter 376 Florida '3W.tutes cons1stmg of sec
tions 3i6 JO ,176 32, 376 35, 376 40, 376 45, 376 .i O, 370 55, 176 60. 376 65,
,376 70, J76 7.5, .316 SO, 376 81, and J/6 90, Florida Statu tes, JS created to
read.
PART II
JJG :.JU

Le;:-tslanve intent -

( I J The Legislature tmdo; and declares that the preservatwn of
�roundwater 1s a m1:1tter of the highest urgenC\' and prwrtty, and that
,-uch use can unh he served effect1\-el) hy mai n taining the quality of
in land 1>.11.ters as close to a pnstme cond1t10n as possible, talr:::mg mto
account multiple use accommod11.t1ons necessary to prm1de the bro.!ldest
po<;stb!e" promut1on ut p,1b!Jc and pn\- ate mtere-,ts
,21

The Leg-i�lature further fmds and declar!"s thaL

fa) The transfer of pollut.;mt.s w1thm the 1unsd1ct1on of the state and
"'ttite m\and water:, is a hazardous undertak1s.g,
lb/ Spills. discharge:,, and escape! of pollutants u._curnng as a result
of procedure� taken b}' private and govern ment entities mvolvmg the
storage of such produ,ts po:,e threats of great danger and damage tn the
environment of the -,tate to citizens of tne state and other mterests deriv
ing- ll\-el thood from the -.t.ite,

1 3 ) The Legislature intends by the enactment of this pa.rt to eirerc1se
the police power of the state bv conferrmg upon the dep11.rtment the
power to
I al
Deal with the hazards and threats of d.inger and dama�e posed by
such tran-.ter, and related act!\ 1t1es

i h ) Requ.re the prompt conW. mment and remo\al of produd occa 
sioned thereb ) , and

1c) Establish a fund to provide for the mspect10n and supe rv1swn of
such adn, tt1es and guarantee the prompt payment of reasonable damage
d,ums resultmg therefrom
1 4) The Leg1sl11.ture further finds and declares that the preservation
of groundwater quality 15 of prime public mterest and concern to the
state 1n promoting its general wt-!fue, preventmg diseases, promotm�
health, and prov1dmg for the pub lic safety and that the st..te's mtt-re�t 1n
such prt-servation out,;,,e1gh� anv burdens of habihtv imposed by the Leg1�!,1ture upon those engaged m stormi:: pollutants •nd related actl\ 1t1es
1 5 ) The Leg1sl11.ture further declares that it 1s the mtent of this part to
'>Upport and complement epphcable prov1S1ons of the Federal Water Pol
lution Cuntrol Act, as amended, spec1fica..lly those prov1S1ons relaung to
the national contingency plan for removal of pollutants
.l76 :J2 Defm1t1ons -When u!led m this part, unles!I the context
dearly requ.res otherwise
1 ll
t1on

� Department" me11.m the Department of Emuonment.J Rei::ula

1 2 ) 'Secretary" means the secretary of the Department of Environ
mental Regulation
1 .1)

�Barrel" means 42 U S gallon!! at 60 degrees Fahrenheit

1 4 1 �Discharge" shall mclude, but not be hm1ted to, any sp1llmg, lenk
mg, :,,eepmg, pourmg, em1ttmi, emptyrni, or dumptng of any pollutan t
which nccurs and affects lands and the surface and groundwl"lters of the
5t11te not regulated by part I of chapter 376
151

�Fund" means the Florida Site Restoration Trust Fund

1 6 ) �Pollutant!i" shall tnclude 01! of any kmd 11.nd m any form i::11.So!me,
p�t1c1des ammoma, chlorine, and denvauves thereof, not mcludmg
!Jqu1fied petroleum g11.!I
17\ � Pollution" means the presence on the land or 1n ,;,,aten; ol the
state of po!lu t,mt.s, m quannt1e� which 11.re or may be potentially harmful
or \OJ Ur1ous to human health or welfare, amma.l or plant hfe, or property
which may unreasonably mterfere with the enjoyment of llfe or property,
mcludmg uutdoor recreat10n
( 8 ) �Fac ility" means a location contnmmg a st.at10nll.l'y storage tank or
tanks which contam pollutants 11.nd which have 11. storage capacity greater
than 100 gallons and ,;,, h1ch are not cuvered by part I

1 9)

�owner" means .ny person ownmi:: a facility

( 101 �Operator" means any person operatmg: a iac1hty, whether b�
lease contract, or other form of agreement.
\ 1 1 J �Person m charge� means the person on the scene who is m
direct, responsible charge of • fac1hty from which pollutants are d t!>
charged when the discharge occurs
1 1 '.!.) �Per<;on" means any 1nd1vidu11.l, partner, Jomt venture, corpora
t10n, anv group of the foregomg:, organized or umted for a bu;,mes!I pur
pose, or any governmental en tity
376 3:=i Pollution prohibited pollut10n of waters and lands of the st.ate
proh1b1ted -The discharge of refined petroleum products upon any
water'> and land� of the state in the manner defined by t his part 1s pro
hibi ted
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376 40 Powers and duties of the department -The department shall
have the po..,er and the duty to
( 1 ) Estabhsh rules to implement the mtent of this part and to regu
late under!round and above g-round f1"Jc1htts and then ons1te integral
p1pmg �ystems not covered by part I, mcludmg but not lim1ttd to con 
structwn standards, perm1ttmg of tanks, mamttnance and mstallat10n
stftndards, and removal or disposal standards
(2) Provide for the development tmd 1mplementat1on of cntena and
plans to prevent and meet poHutmn occurrences of various degrees and
kinds
(.1) Est.abhsh requirements that an\ regn,trant cover,cd b, this act be
suh1ect to a complete and thorouih mspect10n at reasom1ble times Am
registrant causing or perm1ttmt the discharge of a pollutant m v10lat1on
of prov1s10ns of this pan shall be fully and careful!.'- monitored by the
dt-partmt-nt to msure that such d1scharg"s sh!!.ll nut contmue to occur

( -4 ! Promul�a� rules proVldmg for reg1strt1twn ct-rt1ficat.t-s reqmred
under this part subJect to such terms and cond1t10ns as are set forth m
this part and as set forth m rule5 and regulations promulgated b.\- the
department as authorized hert-m
( 5 ) It shall be the duty of the department to ket-p an accurate record
of costs and expenses mcurred for the rt-movt1l of prohibited discharges
and thereafter d1hgentl} to pursut- the recoverv of anv sums so mcurred
from the pt"rson respons1ble or from tht- Government of the Umted States
under anv applicable federal act
! 6 ) The department may brmg an actlOn on behalf of the state to
enforce the hab1ht1es imposed by this part The prov1s10ns of ss 403 1 21 ,
403 131, 403 1-41. and 403.161 shall apply to enforcemt-nt under this part
1 7 \ The powers and auues of the department under this part shall
extend t.o the land mass of the st,.te not described m part I
376 45 Operation Without rei1stratJOn prohibited ( 1 1 �o person sh&ll opt-rate or cause to be opert1ted a ft1c1litv without
a current vahd reiistrat10n certificate
( 2 ) Ref1strat10n certificates shall bt- issued on an annual basis, sub·
1ect to such terms and cond 1t1ons as the dt-partment may determme au·
necessary to carry out the purposes of this part
1 3 1 As a cond1t.mn precedent to the issuance or renev. al of a reg1stra
t100 �ruficate, the department shal: reqmrt- satisfactory e¥ idence that
the applicant has implemented, or ts m the p roces<; of 1mplementmg,
state reiulat10ns for prevenuon, control, and abatement of pollution from
am pollutants as defined herem
1 4 1 The department shall require, 1n connect10n with the issuance of
a fac1ht\' r�trat1on certificate the payment of t1 re�,;;onable fee for pro•
ces!;'.1ni apphcatwns for reg1strat10n cert1 fict1tes This fee sht11l be 1n addi
tl()n to other tue,s imposed b\ this part The fee shall bt- reasonably
related to the admimstratl\ e costs of \ enfymg data subm itted pursuant
tr, obtam1ng- the certificates and reasonable mspectwns hov..ever, the fee
shall not exceed $75 per facilm per vear Such fee<; shall be deposn.ed m
the Flonda Site Restoration Trust Fund which ma\ be used bv the
department for personnel and equipment to admm1ster this part In the
e\ent the department contracts v. 1th another part" to perlorm any duties
under t his pa.rt su.-:h fee� depos1U:d m • 'lP trus'. Jund Ind\ ht- u,-eC t" CO\er
,;;uch reasoMble expt'nses mcurred bv th.it part\
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3i6 55 Removt1l of proh1b1ted discharges l 1 ) An} person d1schargmg pollutants as proh1b1ted by this part shall
1mmed1atel� undt-rtake to cont.am, remove, tmd abate the d1<;charge to
the department 's satisfaction Notwithstandmg the above reqmr�ment,
the departm�nt may undertake the removal of the discharge and may
contract and retam ai:,:t-nts who shall operate under the d1rect1on of the
department
( 2 ) If the person causmg t1 discharge, or the person m charge of fac1h
t1es at which a discharge has taken place, fatls to act, 1mmed1atelv the
dt-partment may arrange for the removal of the pollutant, except that 1f
the pollut.-,nt was d1�chari:red mto or upon the navigable waters of the
limted 5tates the department shall act m accordance v. 1th th1;, 1rnt1onii.l
contmgenc.\- plan for removal of such polJ utant as estabhsht-d pursuant tc,
the Fed eral \\ ater Pollution Control Act as amended and the costs uf
remoHl inc urred b\' the d"p artment shall be paid m accordance with the
applicable prm 1s1on:, of said la\.\ Federal funds prov1ded under st11d act
shall bt- used to tht- ma::u mum e:i.U'nt possible pnor to the e>.penditure of
state funds
(3) No action taken bv an.\- person to cont.am or remove a d1schargt-,
v.hether such act10n 1s taken ,,oJuntardy or at the request of the depart
ment or its des1gnt-e, shall be construed as an adm1ss1on of hab1ht;1 for
the dischuge
1 4 ) No person who, voluntarily -Or at the request of tht- department or
its des1g.nee, renders as-,ist.ance m cont.ammg or removmg pollutants shall
be hable for any civil damage� to thud parties resultmg solelv from acts
or om1ss10ns of such person m rendermg such assistance, except for &CL<;
or om1ss1ons amounting to gross negltience or willful misconduct
( 5 ) I\othmg m th1<; part shall affect the nght of any �rson to render
assistance m contammg or removmg an\ pollutant or l!.n.\- nghts which
that person mav have against any third part) ,;,.hose acts or omiss10ns m
any \\ I!. \ ha\.e caused or contnbuted to the d1scharle of the pollutant
1 6 1 ....ny pt-rson v. ho renders assistance m conta1mng or remoYmg am
pollutant ma\ be elig1bl" for reimbursemt-nt of the cost of containment or
removal, provided prior approval for such reimbursement 1s granted b.1,
the department The department ma\ , upon petition and for gO(,d cau<;t
sho.,'11, waive the prn,r-approval prerequ1srte
376 60 Florida Site Re<.torauon Trust Fund l l ) The purpo:,t- of this st-ct10n 1s to provide a mechamsm to havt
financ1al re,;;ource� 1mmed1atelv available for cleanup and rehah1htat1on
after a pollutant has bt-en discht1rged, to prevent further damage hv the
pollutant and to p11y for damages It 1s th� legislative mtent that th1,;; ,er•
twn be hberallv con<;trued to effect the purposes set f orth such mterpre
tat1on bt-mg espec1alh 1mperat1ve m ltght of the danger to the enY1ron
ment and resources
( 2 l Fu rther it 1s the purpost- of thts section to pro\1ae a mecham<;m
through \\. h1ch the State of Flonda could 1mmedtateh rt-spond t(,
short -term emer�enc1es mvoh mg a threat to or an actual contammat1on
of the groundwatt-r It 1s the mtent of the Lt-gislature that tht- depart
ment pro'l- 1de not onh techmcal assistance ,;,.hen responding t<.., these
short-term emergencies but also financial resources to respond tc, emer
gencie$ "" h1ch po»t- an 1mmed1ate em 1ron mental N public h ealth threat
1 3 1 The Tru�t Fund ;,hrl.!' b.- uohzed tv enaole th� dt-partm r n \ t1,
re:,pvnd un an em;.,re:l"nc\ basis to incidents ,;,. h1ch threaten thl" en•, irun
ment or publll nt-.:ilt}-, 1>. hen otherwise re�QjillStble pArt1es du nut ade
quately re:,pond The d"panment shall adopt rules for the purpuse<; of
this section

1 5 1 �o later than October 1, 1984, the owner or operator of a faciht;1
v. 1th a stor■t:e capacity of 5.000 gallons or greater of pullutant<; shall
obtam a reJ15tr&t1on certificate Pro" ided, however. al! storage fac1ht1es,
regardless of si:r;e. owned or operated b't the stllU' or anv other political
subd 1vts10n, shall be rer;istered b} July L 1984 All other fac1ht1es, not
exempted � this part, shall obtain a reg1strat10n cert1fKt1te no later than
October 1, 1985 The department shall 1ssut- a reg1strat1on cert1fict1U'
upon the showing- that the registrant can provide proof of compliance
with the department's rules

(4) Fund money shall be expendt-d m a manner which 1s consistent
with � 114\cl of the Comprehensive Environmental Respom,e, Cornpen
s11twn and L1abihtv .\ct of 1 9&!, 84 Stat 276i, as It rt-lates to cleanup of
hazt1rdous Wd.5te sites which resulted from contam mat10n by pollutants,
as defmed herem and hazardous waste as defined b\ department rule

( 6 ) Subsequent to the dates est.ab\t,;;hed m sub,;;ect1on ( 5 \ above, no
person shal1 operate or cause to be operated an\> facil1t\' without a re11s
trat1on certificate issued by the department No retistration certificate
shall be vahd for more than 1 vear unless revalidated b\ the department
Each apphcant fcw a rettstrat10n certificate shall pa• the registration cer
tificate appbcabcm fee to the department, desrn b1ng the barrel or other
measurement capacity of the iac1lit:,

( f, ) The Flonda S i tt- Restort1t1on Trust Fund l$ esta blished, to be
used b.,.. the dt-partment as a nonlapsmg revolvmg fund for carrymg out
the purposes of this part and part VI relt1tmg to haurdous waste man
agement To this fund shall be credi ted all excise ta.i:es, penalties, Judg
ments, t1nd other f"es and ch arges rel ated to this part, and part \'I relat•
mg to haznrdous waste management Charges aiamst the fund sh!!.ll be m
t1ccordance \I. 1th thi,;; <;ectwn
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reg1Strant, excludm� mumc1paht1e!I, counties, the state and its polit1c8..l

shall be deposited with the Treeurer to the credit of the fund and may
be invested m such manner as 11 provtded for by statute. lnter�t received
on such mvestment shall be credited to the fund.

(b) The excise tax shall be 2 cents per barrel commg to rest m Florida
until the balance m the fund equals or exceeds $10 mtlhon The fisW
year 1mmed1ately following the ::,ear m which the balance m the fund
equals or exceeds $10 million, no excise tu: shall be leVIed unlel'ls

(9) The department shall recover to the use of the fund from the
person or perwns causmg the d1.schug-e or from the Federal Government,
JOmtly and severally, all sums owed or expended therefrom. pursuant to
s 376 65(,4 ), except that recoveries resulting- from damage due to a dis
charge of a pollutant or other similar disaster shall be apportwned
between the fund and the General Revenue Fund so as to repay the full
cost:!! to the General Revenue Fund of any sums disbursed therefrom ll.!'!
a result of such disuter. Requesui for reimbursement to the fund for the
above costs, if not pa.id within JO days of demand, shali be turned over to
the Department of Legal Affll.lrs for coilectJon

(6)(a) There 1s hereby levied, to b e collected from and paid by each

subd1Y1s10m1, an excise tu. upon each re�strant for the privilege of oper
atmg a facility handlm� pollutant,, the amount of which 1s to be deter
mmed by the department as measured by the volume transferred to or
from the registrant

1 The balance m the fund 1s Jess than or equ.'U to $3 mdhon The
fisc.al year 1mmediat-ely folJ!i!wmg the year m � h•ch the balance m the
fund is less than or equal to $3 mi!hon, the excise tax shall be and shall
rem iun 2 cents per barrel commg to res;t m Florida until the fund agam
equals or exceeds �10 miUmn The fi�cal year 1mmed1atdy followmg the
year m which the fund aiam 1s equal to or exceeds $10 mtlhon. the excise
tax and fund shall be controlled as v.-hen the fund first wu equal to or
exceeded $10 million
2. The fund 1s unable to pay any proven clll.UD.s agamst the fund at
the end of the fiscal year Notw1thstandm� any other prov1Sion of thus
section, the fiscal ye.a.r followmg the year m which the fund 1s unable to
pay any proven clll.lmS 3«amst the fund at the end of the fiscal year, the
excise tu. shall be and shall remam 5 cents per barrel until all outstand
ing pro,,.en claims have been paid and the fund agam equals or exceeds
$1 5 mdbon then the excise tax shall be 2 cents per barrel until the fund
agam equ.a.ls or exceeds $10 million The fiscal year 1mmed1ately following
the year m which the fund. after levy of the 5-cent excise tax, agam ts
equal to or exceeds $10 m1llron, the excise tu and fund shall be con
trolled m accordance with subparagraph 1 , unless otherwJ.se proVJded
3 In the event that the excise tax 1s being leVJed simultaneously to
replentsh both the Coastal Protect.Jon Trust Fund and the Florida Site
Restoration Trust Fund. both funds shall receive an equal d1stributwn of
the revenue generated from the excise t.ax
4 The fund has had appropriated to 1t by the Legislature, but not yet
repaid, state funds from the General Revenue Fund In such event, the
excise tax shall contmue m effect until all such funds are repatd to the
General Revenue Fund.
(c) The excise tu provided for m this section shall be collected
monthly by the Department of Revenue on the basis of records certified
to the Department of Revenue and Department of EnVJronmental Regu
lation and shall be credited to the fund However, for the purpose:!! of this
sectton, the excise tax on each barrel of the pollutant shall be imposed
only once, at the first transfer of the specific pollutant Each tax barrel of
the refined petroleum product shall only be considered once for the pur
pose of this excise tax This excise tu shall be m addition to all other
taxes imposed upon or p1Ud by the registrant Ho\\ever, any fac1..hty with
a storage cap.ic1ty of �50 barrels or less sh.a.II report and pay the excise tu:
semiannually.

(d) Except for the 3- percent collection allowance, the same duties and
priVJleges imposed by chapter 2 1 2 res�ctmg the rem1ss10n of tax, the
makmg of returns, penalt1e:!I and inter�t; the keeping- of books, records.
and accounts, wd the compliance with the rules of the Department of
Revenue m the admm1strat10n of that chapter shall apply to and be bmd
mg on all registrants \\ ho are subJect to this section, except for the prov1s1ons of s 2 1 2 12( 1)
<el The Department of Revenue shall mll.lntam record! md1catmg the
amount of taxes collected. These records shall be confidential, as pro
vided. m s 213 072.
(f) The Department of Revenue shall promulgate rules, establish
audit procedures for the audit of reg1.StranU under this section, assess for
dehnquenetes, and prescribe and pubhsh such forms as may be necessary
to effectuate the purposes of this :!lectmn.
tg) The Department of Revenue, accordmg to the apphcable rules of
the Career SeI'V!Ce Commtss10n, 1s authorized to employ persons llIId
mcur other expenses for whtch funds are appropriated by the Legislature
(7) MoneY! m the fund also may be disbursed for adm1rnstrative
expenses of the department related to the enforcement of this part.
(8) Moneys m the fund not needed currently to meet the obhgatmns
of the department m the exerCise of its responsibilities under this part

376 65 L1ab1lit1es and defenses of factl1t1es l 1) Because 1t JS the mtent of this part to provide the means for rapid
and effecttve cleanup and to m1mm1ze damages, when a discharge of pol
lutant!! occurs from an mland termmal factl1ty, recovery of costs of abate
ment and cleanup shall be limited to an amount not to exceed $8 mllhon,
from a local bulk plant facility, recovery costs of abatement and cleanup
shall be limited to an amount not to exceed S2 m1lhon, from a retail facili
ty, recovery costs of abatement and cleanup shall be limited to an amount
not to exceed $1 m1lhon. and from an end-user recovery , CO!lt of abate
ment and cleanup shall be 1lm1ted to the following amounts I .500 gallons
but less than 30,000 gallons shall be hmrted to S500 000 and J0,000 gal
lons or more shall be hm1ted to $1 mtlhon However, when a d1schar3"e of
pollutants occurs from a facility v.-1th leu than a 1,500 gallon c,11.pacity
recovery of costs of abatement l!Ild cleanup shall be hm1ted to .$250,000
When the department can show that such dtscharg-e w,11.s the result of will
ful or gross negh�ence or mllful mJSconduct 1V1thm the pnVJty or knowl
edge of the owner or operator, such owner or operator sruill be liable to
the fund for the full amount of such sllllUI e:r.pended In addttmn to the
foreg-omg costs of cleanup, factl1ties shall be liable to the fund for all dam
ages m .i.ccordance with the terms of subsections 12), {3) and f4) and s
376 60(6)
1 2 1 Any person claimmg to have suffered damages as a result of a dis•
charg-e of pollutants proh1b1ted by s 376 35, may, WJ.th.m 180 days after
the date of such discharge, apply to the department for reimbursement
from the fund The department sha..11 g-i.ve notice of the claim for damages
to the person responsible for the discharge It shall be the respons1b1hty
of the claimant to provide the department with the required document.a•
t10n concerrung the damages suffered u a dt.rect result of the discharg-e
The department shall prescribe appropriate forms and detatls for such
apphcatmn, which apphcation shall mclude a proV1s1on requmng the
applicant to make a sworn ver1fic.at10n of the damage claun to the best of
his knowledge. The secretary of the department may, upon petition and
for g-ood cause shown, waive the 180-day lun1tat10n for filing damage
claims.
\aJ The secretary shall �stablish tbe amount of damage award and
shall certify the amount of the award and the name of the clll.lmant to the
treasur�r, who :!!hall pay the award from the fund, sub1ect to the proV1s10ns of subsect10n ( 5) If the clll.lmant agrees with the established
amount of damag-e. the settlement shall be bmdmg- upon both parties llS
to all issues and cannot be further attached, collaterally or by separate
action, m the futur� If the total amount of such awards ei:ceed!! the
amount a\'ll.llable U) an;: claimant or claimants from the fund. such claim�
ant or claimants shall have the right to a pro r11ta share of all funds ava1l
•hle m the fund until the total amount of awards is paid to the claimant
or claimants
1 b) If either the cla.unant or the person determmed by the secretary
to be responsible for the d1scharg-e di�ees w1.th the amount of the
damag-e award, such penon m,11.y request a hearmg pursuant to s 120.57
If a hearmg is requested, the final order shall be issued by the secretary
of the department
l e) Each person's damqe claims arising from a smgle occurrence
shall be stated m one apphcat10n Damages omitted from any claun at the
time the award ts made shall be deemed waived
( d) If a person damaged by a dLScharge of pollutant choose! to make
a claim agamst the fund and accept! payment from, or a Judgment
agaml!lt, the fund, then the department shall be subrogated to any cause
of act10n that the claimant may have had, to the extent of such payment
or Judgment, and !hall diligently pursue recovery on that cause of action
pursuant to suhsect10n {.() and s 376.60(6). In any such action, the
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amount o f damal'(es shall be proved b y the department by subm1ttmg- to
the court a written report of the amount paid or owed from the fund to
claimants Such written report shall be- adm1�1ble m evidence, snd the
amounts paid from or owed by the fund to the claimants stated therein
shall be 1ttebuttably presum@d to be the a.mount of damal'(es

( 1 ) The penalty provisions of this section shall not apply to an:_. dis
charge promptly re ported and removed b:i- a registrant m accordance v.1th
the rules, regulations and orders of the department

( el The fund 1s absolutelv hable for all proven damates against the
fund as provtded for m th1� section

376 80 Countv and mumcipal ordma.nces, powers hm1ted -Nothmt
m this part shall be construed to den}' any county or mumc1pahty -author
ity to exercise police powers bv ordmance or law under anv gen eral or
special act, and laws and ordmances adopted m furtherance of the mtent
of t his pa.rt to promote the general welfare, pubhc health, and pubhc
safen shal.l be val id unless m direct conflict ,.,, 1th the prov1s10ns of th1�
part or an) rule, re�l21tion, or order of the department .!!dopted unde r
aut hont: of this part However, in order to 21v01d unn eces-.ar:, duphc!!l
t10n, no count:'I , mun1cipalitv, or other poht1c21l subd1 \ ls10n of the state
may adopt or establish a stmilar program of lic,en<,mg and fees for the
accomplishment of the purposes of this part

m The depMtment shall be a necessary party to 8.ll admm1strat1ve
hea rings and court proceed.in� under this section
(21 It shall be the duh of the department m admm 1stermg the fund
d 1 hgentl� to pursue the reimbursement to the fund of any sum expended
from the fund for cleanup, abatement, and damages m accordance with
the prov1s10ns of th1R part In any smt to enforce claims of the fund under
this part, 1t shall not be necessary for the department m 21dm 1mstermg
the fund to plead or prove neihgence m 8.IIY form or manner The depart
ment m admm1s�rmg the fund need. only plead and prove that the pro
h1b1ted discharge or other pollutmg cond1t1on occurred The onh
defenses of a person alleied to be responsible for the d1schMge to an
action for damai�, costs, and expenses of cleanup or abatement, sha ll be
to plead and prove that the occurrence was solely the result of an:-, of the
foHowmg or any combination of the following
la\

An act of war

(b)

An act of government, either state, federal, or municipal

(c) An act of God, which means only an unfore�eeable act exclus1velv
occasioned by the vwlence of nature without the interference of any
human agency
I d ) An art or om1ss1on of a third pt1rt:'1 , other than an employee or
agent of the defendant or other than one who�e act or om1ss10n occur� m
connect10n with a contractual reLat1onship ex1stmg, directly or mdirectlv,
with the defendant, except when the sole contractual arrangement anses
from a published tanff and acceptance for carnage by a common earner
by rali, 1f the defendant establishes by a prepondNance of the evidence
that
The defendant exercised due care with respect to the hazardous
waste concerned. takmg mto consideration the charactenst1cs of such
hazMdous waste, m h�ht of all relevant fac� and c1Tcumstances, and
2 The defendant took prec:.ut10ns aia1m,t foreseeable acts or omis
sions of any such third party and tj',:amst the con,;;eouences thu could
tor�eea.bly result from such acts or om lsi;10ns
( 4 1 In the event the total awards agamst t he fund shall €l..teed the
present balance of the fund, the claimants shall be patd from the future
mcome of the fund

(;)) In the event the total awards for a specific occurrence exceed the
current balantt of the fund, the 1mmedtate aw.ud shall be paid on a pru
r.ited basis, and all clumants p!!11d on a prorated basts shall be paid a prr,
raUi share of all funds received by the fund untd the total amount of the
pro\.en dama«es 1s paid to the claimant or claimants However, !!lmounb
collected b" the fund from the prosecution of c!!luses of action pursuant tu
pa r!!l(I'l'l.ph (1:) ( d f and <;ubsection (41 shall be utilized to satisf;, the claims
as to .. h1ch wch prMecut10n,;; relate t.o the e,tent theretotore unsatisfied
376 iO Fac1ht1es, fmanc1al respon<;1b1ht, ( l l Each owner or operator of a facil ity shall b" requlfed tu estabhc,h
and mamtam evidence of financial respons1b1ht, Such evidence of fman
c1al respons:a"b1hty shall be the only evidence reQmred by the department
that such recistrant has the abihtv to meet the ltabiht1es which may be
incurred u.ler this part
(21 Any claim brought pursu!!lnt to this part ma', be brought dlfectlv
21gamst the bond, the msurer or any other person pro\.1d1n� a facil1t:,.
..., 1th ev1deace of financial r�pons1biht\.
(Jl Each owner or operator of a fac ilitv suh1ect to the prov1s10ns uf
tht.'> put shall designate a person in the state 21� his le�al agent for service
of process wnder this part, and such des1gn21tion shall be filed with the
Departmeie of State In the absence of :.uch des1�natwn, the Secretary of
Sta.ti!' shall be the des1gm,,ted agent for purposes of service of proces,;;
under this part.
376 75

Enforcement and penalttes -

12) Penalties assessed herem for a d1schMge shall be m accordance
,.,,1th the provis10ns admm 1stered b.,, the department m chapter 4.03

376 85 Individual cau!!e of action for damages -The remedies m this
part shall be deemed to be cumulative and not exclusive Nothmg m this
part shall require pursuit of any claim agamst the fund as a cond1t10n
precedent to any other remed\ Notv.'l thstandmg any other provision of
law, nothing contamed herem shall proh1b1t am• person lrom brmgmi a
c.,suse of action m a court of competent Junsdict10n for all damages result
ing from a discharge or other cond1t10n of pollut10n covered by this part
In anv such suit It shall not be necessar:,. for the person tu plead or prove
neihgence m an:'I form or manner Such person need only plead and
prove the fact of the proh1b1ted discharge or other pollutive cond1t10n
and that 1t occurred The only defenses to such cause of action shall be
those specified m s 376 65(3) In add1t1◊n to anv other remed:,. , the
mJured part:,. shall be ent itled to recover costs of the act10n and reason 
able attorneys• fees
376 90 Construcuon -Th is part bemg necessarv for the �eneral wel
fare and the pubhc health and safet:_. of the state and rt.s mhab1tanu-,,
shall � liberally construed to effect tne purposes set forth under this
part and Federal V,, ater Pollution Control .\ct. as amended
Sect10n 44. Paragraph th! of subsectton 1 4 1 of sect10n 376 11 Flonda
Statutes, 1s amended t<• read
376 11

Florida Coastal Protect10n Trust Fund -

14)
I b ) The exctse tal.. shell be '.: tents per barrel tran,;;ferred until the bal
ance in the fund eq uals or e}[ceeds SJ(! � mill10n The fiscal :_.-enr 1mme
d1ateh follov. mg the \. ear 1n '"-h1ch the balance m the fund equals or
exceeds $3() tJ.a million no excise ta.\. shall be lened unl e,;;s
The balance m the fund 1s less than or equal to $25 � m1l11on
The fiscal veer 1mmed1atelv follov. mg the vear m v. h 1ch the balance m
the fund 1s le<,S than or eq ual to $25 S6f! mdl10n, thP e'{c1se tax shall be
and shall remam 2 cents per barrel tran;,ferred un td the fund agam
equHls or exceeds $JO ,S.;#t million The fLscal vear 1mmed1ateh following
the \>ear m which the fund agam 1s equal to or exceed,;; SJn � m1 lhon,
the excise tu. and fund shall be controlled as when t he fund first WPIS
eq ual to or exceeded $3(1 � million
:2. There is a discharge of cataHrop hic oroportiom the rernlts of
'"-h1ch could s1gnif1canth reduce tne balance m the fu nd In the e- ent of
r. nch " c..11.tastroph1c oc,urr"nce tne G,1 , ernor and Cabmet a, the 1-iead of
the Department of I"<etural Re-.ource� ma:, b\ rule rele, , tht- fl nse tax
m an amount not to exceed 10 cent� per barrel for a re nod l.f tirr. .,. suff1 uent to m,umam the fund •t a balance of � million after pa�rnent
0f the costs and damages related to the catastrophic d1scharie
3 The fund ts unable to pav any proven claim'> agamst the fund at
the end of the fiscal vear Notw1thstandmg an} other pro,,,1s1on of this
section, the fiscal vear fol\ov.ml! the year in which the fund 1s u nable t-0
pl"I\ am proven cla1rns a,e: amst the fund at the end of the fiscal year, the
e:,,.c1se tax shall be and shall remam 5 cents per barrel transferred untLi all
out.st.anding proven cll"lims hl"l,.,e been paid and t he fund again equals or
e:,,.ceeds SlO m1ll1on The fiscal vear 1mmed1atelv followmg the year tn
v.h ich the fund, after le\ , of the 5-cent excise tall., a�ain 1s equal to or
exceeds $1 0 million, the excise tax end fund shall be controlled m &ccord
ance with subparagraph 1 , unless otherwise provided
4. The Flonda Coastal Protection Trust Fund ha.'> had appropriated
to it by the Legislature, but not yet repaid, state funds from the General
He,,,enue Fund In such event, t he excise tax shall cuntmue m effect until
all such funds are repaid to the General Revenue Fund
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Section 45 The sum of Sl l m 1 1l1on is herebv appropriated from the
Florida Coastal Protection Trust Fund to the Florida ::,1t,e Restoration
Trust Fund for use in ilccordance with this part This appropnat10n is
compnsed ,1f 'S.S mt!lwn fr om the rund's principal and the remaining
amount 1s from the 1ntere5t accumulat1ons
PART Vlll
O NSITE SEWAGE DISPOSAL
Section 46. Section J8 1 272, Florida Suitutes, 1 982 Supplement, 1s
amended to rMd

1 a)
tems

1b)

53

2,500 gallons per acre per day for lot., !lerved by public water svs
1,500 gallons per acre per day for lots served by pnvate .,ells

(8) The Department of Health and Rehab1htat1ve Serv1ces may grant
,.,anances m hardship cases "'h1ch may be less restr1ct1ve than the prov1swns specified m this section No variance shall be (ttnlffi puniuant to
th1, sect10n until the Department of Health and Rehab1lita.tive Serv1ces
1s o;atisfied that

(Substanttal rewording of sectwn See s JR] 272 F S , 1982 Su.pp , for

(a) The hardship wa.s not ca�d mtent10nally by the act10n of the
applicant,

18 1 �'7'2.

ih!
,nd

pr,.�ent text )

Onc;1te ;,ev.age dfitp,);,al svstems in,tallat,uns, conditions -

The Leg is lature dedares that it t� the µol1c:,. of this st.ate to
req uire t hat all omlll" -.ewage d1spPSl!l s , '>lt-m::,, e '\cept approved on<;ite
grayv.ater svstem::,, developed under the prov1:,wn'> ol this act connect to
a publtcly-owned or 1n.,. estor-owned seweral{e sy:,tem w1thm 365 days
atter n0t1 f1cat10n t hat such a system 1s avaliable \Vhere a publicly-owned
or in vestor-owned sewerage system 1s not available, the Department ot
Health and Rehahil ttauve Services may 1'>sue permits tor the construc
t10n 0r mstallatwn ut ons1te sewage disposal sv,;;tems under conditions as
described 1n this ,;;ect1on Prov1S1ons shall be made, ;u<-h .J.!I the mdus1on
uf ,;;ewer utility ea:,ements and rights-of-way m a subd1v1&1on. to assure
the eventual con:,truct1on .ind utthzatwn of a sewerage system m said
subd1.,.is1on The de\ eloper of any lot that 1s developed under the provi
s10ns of this section -,hall pro,.,1de .iidvance notice of this requirement to
the purchaser ot ;,uch lot
1

I!

1 .� I Subd1\ 1swn:, and lots v.here each lot has a minimum area of at
least one-half acre and either a minimum dimension of 100 feet or a mean
uf at least 100 feet of the side bordering the street and the distance
formed by a lme paral lel tu the side bordering t he street drawn between
the two most distant pomts of the remamder of the lot may be developed
W lth a pnvate potable well and rmsite seware d1:,po,.al sy<;tem. provtded
the proJected datly dome'itlc 'iev.age flow does not exceed .i.n averaie of
1 ,500 gallon!! per acre and provided satisfactory drmkmg water can be
obtamed and a!! distance and setback, soil condition, water table eleva
twn, and other related requirements of this section and rules promul
gated hereunder can be met
! .3 ) Subd1v1s10ns and lots v.1th a public water svstem may utilize
onsite sev.age disposal systems, provided there are no more than four lots
per acre, pro\.1ded the projected. daily dome!ltJc sewage flow d�s not
exceed an average of '!,500 gallons per acre, •nd pro,., 1ded that all distance
and setback, soil conditwn, water table elevatwn. and other related
reqmrements which are generaUy applicable to the u:,e of ons1te sewage
disposal :,ystems are met
(4) Notw1thstandmg the prov1s1ons of subsections 1'2) and (3). where
a developer or other appropriate entity has prev10u:,ly made or makes
prov1s1ons, mcludmg financial assurances or other commitments, accept
able to the Department of Health •nd Rehab1htat1,.,e Services. that a cen
tral water system will be mstalled by a regulated pubhc utility based on
a density formula, then prP, ate potable -w ells may be u,ed on a temporary
basis with ons1te se\\o age disposal sy stems until the agreed upon dens1t1e!I
are reached In subd1v1swns re�lated by this sub:,ect10n, the .i.verage
dally domestic sewage flow shall not e--.:ceed 2,500 gallons per acre This
sectton shall not affect the ,.,aJ1d1ty ot ex1stmt prior agreements
i 5 ) Subsections (21 and ( 8 ) shall not apply to Ii.Tea<; when! a munici
pally owned or mvestor-owned pubhc sewerage syste m i<, avatlable contig
uous to the proposed :,u bd1v1<;1on or w1thm one-fourth mt!e thereof with
public right-of-way .iccess1b1hty
(6) Ons1te sewa�e d1o;posal systems o;hall be placed no closer than the
minimum dist.inc� 1nd1cated for the followmg

laJ

Seventy-five feet from a pm,ate potable ""ell

1 b 1 Two hundred feet from a public pota ble well
(c)

Seventy-five feet from surface waters

(7) All provisions of this sectwn and rules promul gated hereunder
relatmg to sod condition, v.ater table elevation, d1:,t.ance, and other set
back reqmrements '>hall be equally applied to all lut!! regardless of the
date of plattm� Provided, however, tots platted prior to 1972 shall bf!
'lUbJect to .i. fiO foot m1mmum surface water setback and shaU not be sub
ject to lot SIZf! requirements. The projected duly sewage tlow for domestic
on 'l1te sewage di<;pos.al systems for lots platted before 197� shall not
excf!ed·

�o reasonable alternative ex ists for the treatment of the ,ewage,

1cJ D1.,charie from the md1v1dual sewaie disposal system will not
J.dversely atfect the health of the 11. pphcant or other members of the
pubhc or sigmficantly degrade the ground or sur face waters Where <;Oil
cond1t10n11, water table elevation, and setback proVI!IIOO!I are determmed
bv the department to be sausfactory, <;pec1al con!!1derat1on shall be given
tu those lots platted prior to 1972 The department s hall appomt an adv1,;;on, review van11.nce board which shall meet monthly to recomme nd
agency act10n on variance requests The board shall be comprised ot the
followmg
.\ representat!H· from the Department of Health and Rehab1hta
me Service,' Health Program Office
.\ represent.at1ve from the county health umts.
3

A repre,entat1ve from the home bmldmg- mdustry

4

A represent.at1ve from the septic tank mdustry

5 A represent.at1ve
Regulation

from the

Department of Environment.al

Review group members shall be appointed for a penod of 3 yean with
-;uch appointments bemg s t■g-gered so that no more than two members'
terms expire on any one year
19) Org'amc chemical solvents sh.ill not be advertised, sold, or ill!ed m
the state tor the purpose of degreasing- or declogg-m g onstte sewage d111posal sysUms
( 10) No permtt shall be 1s!lued for an Otl.!llte sewage d1spo!!al sys�m m
areu zoned for mdustr1al or manufacturmr llt'!e, or rts equivalent, where
possible use 1s to dispose of toxic or hazan::lous chemicals. Where busme,;;s
enterpns� currently use om1te <;ewage disposal s�tem!I to d1spo11e of
toxic or haurdous chemicals, alternative disposal system!! shall be used
w1thm 3 yeani of the enactment of this act
l l l ) (a) As used m this subsection
�Bl.ackwater� means all re!!ident1al ..,aste earned off by toilet and
kitchen drams and sewer.1
2 "Graywater" means all res1dent1al wute not descnbed m subpara
graph l and includes bath, lavatory, :,mk (but not kitchen smk), and
laund ry wastes
J "lnd1v1dual graywater d1spo,al system" means a sy!l�m of p1pml:", d
tank or treatment device, and a :,ub:,urface absorption bed or dramfield
for hand ltn,; and treatmg graywater where blackwater 1s treated by a cen
tral sewerag-e system
I bJ
The Department of Health and Rehab1htat1,.,e Services is author
ized to approve on a !Jm1ted and experimental bas!! the mstallat10n of
md1,., 1dual graywater d1sposa..l !!�terns

(cl The general requ1rement.!! of chapter 10D-6, Florida Admm1stra
t1ve Code. go,.,ermnr the msta.llation of md1v1dual se..,age d1Sposal fac1h
t1es, sh-.Jl apply for 1tl.!ltallat10n of md1v1dual g-raywater d1Sposal systems
except for the followmg
The reqmred septtc tank or mterceptor shall not be lesa than 250
gallon!! 1n capacity
2 The required dramfield or absorption bed shall not be leS!I than 100
square feet m area
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JO URNAL OF THE SENATE

Sectiun 45 The sum uf 5 1 l mdhon 1s hereby appropriated from the
Flund.i. Cuastal Protectwn Trust Fund to the Florida Site Restoration
Trust Fund for use m accordance with th1:, put Th1!1 appropm1t1on is
com prised of S5 mdlLon from the fund's pnnc1p11l and the reml!llmm�
amount 1s from the mtere<;t dccumulat1ons

ta)
tems
\ b)

53

2,500 gatlons per acre per day for Iota served by public water sys
1,500 gtillons per acr@ per dtiy for lots served by private wells

Section 46 Sect10n 381 272, Florida Stntutes, 1982 Supplement, ts
amended to ren.d

(9) The Department o! Hetilth and Rehab1htat1ve Services may gri!..Dt
\'arianc@s 1n hardship cases which may be less restr1ctne than the provi51on� sp@cified m this section No variance �all be gran� pursuant to
tht� section until the Department of Health and Reha.b1htat1ve Services
1s sat1sfi@d that

(Substantial rewordtn(l of sectwn See � JR[ 272, F S , 198'2 Supp , for
pre,ent t�xt )

1 11. ) The iardsh1p was not ctiused mtentmnally by th@ 21ct10n of the
applicant,

P A. RT \'Ill
ONSITE SEWAG E DISPOSAL

.� 81 '.t: :!

On•qte sewage �n::.al �ystems, mstallat10ns, cond1t10ns -

{ 1 J The Legislature det !.:1.rec; that 1t 1� the pohcv ut this state to
require th dt J.11 om.1te sewage disposal svstems t'?XcePt appro.,.ed onsite
grav,.,,atu 5ystems, developed under tne pru.. 1sions uf this act connect to
a pubhch -owned ur 1n\. estor-owned sewera1.;e S\Stem ..,, 1 t hm 365 da\.s
atter nottr tcat1on that such a <;Vstem 1s avai!ahle Where a publicly-owned
,)r in\'estor-ov.ned sewerage <;ystem is not dVaiiable, the Department ot
Health and Rehab1ht21t1ve Services may 1:,,sue permits tor the construc
tion or 1mita l lat1◊n uf ons1te sewage dtsposal <;ystems under cond1t1ons as
described m thls secttun Provu,wns shall be made, m
, ch as the mclus1on
ot se\l, er ut1lny easements and nghts-of.1,1,.av m a subd1v1;;wn, to assure
the e,,entua! construction and ut1ltzat10n of a sev..erage system m s211d
subd1v1s1on The developer ot any lot that is developed under t he prov1<;1ons of this <;ectJOn shaJI provide advance notice of this requirement to
the purcha�er of such !ot.
( 2 ) Su bd1v1s1ons and lots where each lot has a minimum area of at
least one-half acre and either a mmimum d imension of 100 feet or a mel!l11
of at least 100 feet of t he �ide bordering the street and the distance
lormed bv ti lme parallel tn the side bordering the street drawn between
the tv.o mo:,,t distant points vt the remainder of the lot may be developed
with ti pnv21te potable well and ons1te sewage disposal S}stem, provided
the proJected daily domestic sewage tlow doe, not exceed an tiverage of
1 ,500 gallons per acrl'! ;md provided stitisftictory drmktng wtiter can b@
obtained and all distance Md setback. 5oiJ cond1t1on, water table elev21t 1◊n, and other related requireme nts of this section and rules promul
gated hereunder can be met
(31 Subd1v1s1ons and lots with ii. public water system mtiy utilize
11ns1t@ -.ewage d15posal systems, provided ther@ are no more than four lots
per acre, provided the proJected daily dome�t1c sewtigl'! flow d�s not
exceed an av@rage of '.!,500 gallons per acre and provided that ail d1stanc@
and setbtid,, �oil cond1t1on, water table eleYatlon , and other related
requireme nts which tire genern!ly applicabl@ to the use of ons1te sewage
dispostil ;,vstems are met
(4) Notw1thstandmg the pro,1s1ons of su bsect10ns ( 2) and (3), where
a developer or other appropriate entity has prl'!V1ously made or makes
prnv1s10ns, i ncluding financial 21ssur21nces or other commitments, accept
able to the Department of Health and R@hab1Iit&tiv@ Services, that ti cen
tral water sv,;tem will be mst.alled by a regul21ted public utility based on
a density tormula, then private potable wells m21y be used on a temporary
basts v.tth ons1te sewage disposal systems until the a�reed upon densities
ar@ reached ln subd1v1s10ns regulated by this subsection, the averaie
d.11ly domes tic s@wage flow shtill not exceed 2,500 gallons per acre This
5ect10n shall no.t 21ffect the valtdity ot ex1stmg prior agreem@nts
15) Subsections ! 2J and (3) �htill not apply to ar@tis where a mumc1pally owned or investor-owned public sew@rag@ S)Stem is avtiilable contig
uous to th@ proposed su bd1vmon or w1thm one-fourth mile th@reof with
public right-of-way access1b1hty
16) Onsite se\.\age dispostil S}stems shall be pltic@d no closer than the
mi nimum distances md1c.ated tor the followin!t
(a)

Seven ty-five f@et from a prn, tite pot&bl@ w@ll

(bi

Two hu ndred feet from ti pubhc poW.bl@ well.

(c)

S@ven ty-fiv@ feet from surface waters

( 7 ) All provisions of this section and rules promulgated hereunder
relating to soil cond ition. water table elevat1un, d 1stanc@, and other set
back requirements shall b@ "qually applied to all lots regardless of the
date of platting Provided, how@ver. lots platted prior to 1972 shall be
<;U bJect to a SO foot mm1mum ;,urfticl'! water setb11ck and shall not be sub
Ject to lot size requirements The proJected daily sewage flow for domestic
()n <;1te sewage disposal sy,;te ms for lots p!21tted before 1972 shall not
l'!'<C@ed

1 b)
,nd

:Jo reasonable 11.lterntitive exists for the treatment 1)f the sewl!.ge.

{ C J D1-,charge from the 1nd1v1dual sewag-e dtsposal system will not
adversely affect the hetilth of th@ appltcant or other m@mbers of the
publtc or s1�mficantb degrade the ground or surfacl'! waters Where soil
cond1tt0ns, water tabl@ elevtitton, and setback provismns are determ med
by the dep,utment to be satisfactory, specta.1 consideration shall be given
to those lots platted prlOr to 1972 The department shall appoint an adV1·
5ory rev1ev. vantince board which shall mttt monthly to r@commend
agency act10n on vanance requests The board shall be comprised of the
tnlio'n mg
A repre�entat1ve from the Department of Health and Reh21b1hta
t1v e Services' Health Program Office
2

A repre5entauve from the county health umts.
A repre<,en tative from the home butldmg- mdustry

4

A representative from the septic tank industry

5 A representative
Regulation

from

the

Department of

Environmental

Review group m@mbers shall be appoinud for a penod of 3 ) ears with
�uch tippomtme n � bemg staggered so that no more than two members'
terms expire on any one year
191 Orgamc chemical solvents sh.ii not b4' advertised, sold, or used m
the state for the purpose of degreasmg or decloggmg on.site sewti�e dis
posal systems
1 101 �o permit shall be issued for an om1te sew■gl'! disposaJ system m
aretis zoned for industrial or manufactunng use, or its equival@nt, where
po,;;s1ble use 1s to dispose of touc or hazardous cheuucals Whe-re busmess
enterpnses currently use ons1te sew■l{e disposal systems to d1spos@ of
toxic or hazardous chemicals, alternt1t1ve dl!posal systems shall b@ used
w1thm 3 ye11n1 of the entictment of this act.
( l l ) (a)

As u;,.ed m this subs@ct10n

"BlacJ..w21ter� means all r@sidential wute carried off by toilet and
kitchen drtims and sew@r.i
� "Graywater" means all res1denual Wll.Ste not d@scnbed m subpl!.l"a
graph l and includes bath, !a,,21tory, smk (but not kitchen smk ), and
laund ry wastl'!S
J wlnd1v1dual grayv.ater disposal system" metins a system of p1pmg, a
tank or treatment de,,1ce, and l!; :,,ub;;urface absorption bed or dramfield
for handlmg l!;nd treatmg grayw21ter where blad.v.ater 1s tretited by ti c@n
tral sew@rt'lg:e syst@m
( b l The Deptirtment of Health l!l11d Rehab1htat1ve SeTV1c@s 1s author
ized to approve on l!; limited tind experimental basis the mst.a.Ilat1on of
md1 ,,1dual gra}water disposal systems.
r el The genertil req uirement.! of chapter 10D-6, Flonda Admm1stra
t1ve Code, govermni;: the mstallation of md1V1dual sewage disposal fac1h
t1es shal.l apply for msta.llatwn of md1,, 1dual grayw■ter d1spoeal s�tems
except for the following
The required septic tank or interceptor sh21U not be less than 250
gallons m ct1pac1ty
2 The required dramfield or a bsorptwn bed shall not be less than 100
5quare feet m area
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24-546-83
1

A bill to be entitled

2

An act relating to pollutant spill prevention

3

and control, transferring to chapter 403,

4

Florida Statutes, and amending ss. 376.011-

5

376 14, 376.16-376.21, Florida Statutes;

6

prov1d1ng a short title; prov1d1ng legislative

7

intent, providing definitions; prohibiting

8

pollution of state lands and waters; prov1d1ng

9

powers and duties of the Department of

10

Environmental Regulation; requ1r1ng a

11

certificate to operate a terminal fac1l1ty;

12

providing regulatory powers of the department;

13

providing for removal of prohibited discharges;

14

prov1d1ng for personnel and equipment;

15

establishing the Florida Environmental

16

Protection Trust Fund; providing for uses of

17

trust fund moneys; levying an excise tax on

18

terminal and pollutant handling operations;

19

providing for collection and distribution of

20

excise tax revenues; prov1d1ng for l1ab1l1ties

21

and defenses of terminal facilities and

22

vessels; providing for damages under certain

23

circumstances; providing for declaration of

24

emergency by the Governor under certain

25

circumstances; providing for financial

26

respons1b1l1ty of terminal facilities and

27

vessels; pr�h1bit1ng "hold-harmless"

28

agreements; requ1r1ng the department to report

29

to the Legislature annually; prov1d1ng for

30

legislative approval of the department's

31

pollutant spill prevention and control budget;
1
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24-546-83
1

( d)

All provable costs and damages which are the

21 proximate results of the discharge of pollutants covered by

JI this part eka��eP.

41

(e)

The acqu1s1t1on of spoil disposal sites and

SI improvements to existing and future spoil sites for the ports

61 of St. Petersburg Bayboro Harbor, Jacksonville, Port

71 Canaveral, Ft. Pierce, Palm Beach, Port Everglades, M1am1,

SI

Port Manatee, Port St. Joe, Tampa, Panama City, Pensacola, and

91 other navigable waters of the state.

10

(6)

Any interest 1n lands acquired using moneys 1n the

11 Florida Environmental Seae�a� Protection Trust Fund shall be
1
held by the Trustees of the Internal Improvement Trust Fund,
12
131 and such lands shall be acquired pursuant to the procedures

14
15

1

set forth 1.n s. 253.025.
(7)

The department shall recover to the use of the

16) fund from the person or persons causing the discharge or from
17/ the Federal Government, Jointly and severally, all sums owed

181 or expended therefrom, pursuant to s. 403.960(4) e, 3,6-!2f4t,
191 except that recoveries resulting from damage due to a

201 discharge of a pollutant or other similar disaster shall be

21\ apportioned between the Florida Environmental Seas�a¼

22 Protection Trust Fund and the General Revenue Fund so as to
1
repay the full costs to the General Revenue Fund of any sums
23
24

disbursed therefrom as a result of such disaster.

Requests

25

for reimbursement to the fund for the above costs, 1f not paid

27

Department of Legal�Affa1rs for collection.

26

28

w1th1n 30 days of demand, shall be turned over to the
403.960 016-¼a

L1ab1l1t1es and defenses of terminal

29

fac1l1t1es and vessels.--

31

provide the means for rapid and effective cleanup and to

30

(1)

Because 1t 1.s the intent of this part eka��e� to
22

COOIHG Weuls 111 �...._..,.type •r• llelet1e111 frem e,ushng lew, wenls untl•rl,ned a,e adtl1t1ens.

24-546-B3

ll m1n1m1ze damages, any vessel, or its agents or servants, who

2) permits or suffers a prohibited discharge or other polluting
31

cond1t1on to take place w1th1n state boundaries shall be

41

liable to the fund for all costs of cleanup or abatement, up

71

the department can show that such discharge was the result of

91

pr1v1ty or knowledge of the owner or operator or agent

5

61

Bl

101

to an amount not to exceed $14 million or $100 per gross

registered ton of such vessel, whichever 1s the lesser.

When

willful or gross negligence or willful misconduct w1th1n the
thereof, such owner or operator shall be liable to the fund

111

for the full amount of such sums expended.

13

recovery of costs of abatement and cleanup shall be limited to

12
14

1

17

181

21

22

23

24
25

an amount not to exceed $8 million, except that when the

willful or gross negligence or willful misconduct within the

16

20

of pollutants occurs from a terminal facility or pipeline,

department can show that such discharge was the result of

15

19

When a discharge

1

privity or knowledge of the owner or operator, such owner or
operator shall be liable to the fund for the full amount of
such sums expended.

In addition to the foregoing costs of

cleanup, terminal facilities shall be liable to the fund for
all damages 1n accordance with the terms of subsections (2),
(3), and (4) and s. 403.959(7) .., 3;16,Ht�t-

(2)

Any person claiming to have suffered damages as a

result of a discharge of pollutants prohibited bys. 403 953

e� 3�6�94¼ may, within 180 days after the date of such

26

discharge, apply to the department for reimbursement from the

2B

be the responsibility of the claimant to provide the

27

29
30
31

Florida Environmental Beae�a¼ Protection Trust Fund.

It shall

department with the required documentation concerning the
damages suffered as a direct result of the discharge.

The

department shall prescribe appropriate forms and details for
23

COOING. Wenh 1n ...._...�type •r• tlelet1en1 frem e,1.11hnt lew, wertl, untlerl,ned .,. •tldth•n•.

24-546-83
1
2
3

such appl1cat1on, which appl1cat1on shall include a prov1s1on

requiring the applicant to make a sworn ver1f1cat1on of the

damage claim to the best of his knowledge.

The secretary

41 a�Pee�eP of the department may, upon petition and for good

SI cause shown, waive the 180-day limitation for f1l1ng damage

61

claims.

91

the name of the claimant to the Treasurer, who shall pay the

7

(a}

The secretary S�ree�er shall establish the amount

81 of damage award and shall certify the amount of the award and
10

award from the fund, subject to the prov1s1ons of subsection

111 (5).

If the claimant agrees with the established amount of

121 damage, the settlement shall be binding upon both parties as

13 to all issues and cannot be further attacked, collaterally or
1
14 by separate action, in the future. If the total amount of

15

such awards exceeds the amount available to any claimant or

16

claimants from the fund, such claimant or claimants shall have

18

fund until the total amount of awards is paid to the claimant

17

19

20

the right to a pro rata share of all funds available in the

or claimants.
{b)

If either the claimant or the person determined by

211 the secretar� Stree�eP to be responsible for the discharge

221 disagrees with the amount of the damage award, such person may

231 request a hearing pursuant to s. 120.57

If a hearing is

241 requested, the final order shall be issued by the SeveP�&P afta
251 6a8�fte� ae fteaS ei �fte department.
261

(c)

Each person's damage claims arising from a single

27 I occurrence shall be�stated 1n one application.

Damages

2B omitted from any claim at the time the award is made shall be
1
29 deemed waived.
30
31

( d)

If a person damaged by a discharge of pollutant

chooses to make a claim against the fund and accepts payment
24
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1

from, or a Judgment against, the fund, then the department

2

shall be subrogated to any cause of action that the claimant

3

may have had, to the extent of such payment or Judgment, and

4

shall diligently pursue recovery on that cause of action

5

pursuant to subsection (4) and s. 403.959(7) e"

6

any such action, the amount of damages shall be proved by the

7

department by submitting to the court a written report of the

8

amounts paid or owed from the fund to claimants.

9

report shall be admissible in evidence, and the amounts paid

••&-,••t•1

In

Such written

10

from or owed by the fund to the claimants stated therein shall

11

be irrebuttably presumed to be the amount of damages.

12
13
14

(e)

The fund 1s absolutely liable for all proven

damages against the fund as provided for in this section.
(f)

The department shall be a necessary party to all

15

administrative hearings and court proceedings under this

16

section.

17

(3)

It shall be the duty of the department in

18

administering the fund diligently to pursue the reimbursement

19

to the fund of any sum expended from the fund for cleanup,

20

abatement, and damages in accordance with the provisions of

21

this part ekap�eP.

22

under this part ekap�eP, 1t shall not be necessary for the

23

department 1n administering the fund to plead or prove

24

negligence in any form or manner.

25

administering the fund need only plead and prove that the

26

proh1b1ted discharge or other polluting cond1t1on occurred.

27

The only defenses of a person alleged to be responsible for

28

the discharge to an action for damages, costs, and expenses of

29

cleanup, or abatement shall be to plead and prove that the

30

occurrence was solely the result of any of the following or

31

any combination of the following:

In any suit to enforce claims of the fund

The department 1n

25
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1

(a)

3

municipal.

SI

act exclusively occasioned by the violence of nature without

(b)

2
4

{c)

An act of war.

An act of government, either state, federal, or
An act of God, which means only an unforeseeable

61 the interference of any human agency.
(d)

7

An act or om1ss1on of a third party, without

regard to whether any such act or om1ss1on was or was not

8

negligent.

9

10

(4)

In the event the total awards against the fund

shall exceed the present balance of the fund, the claimants

11

shall be paid from the future income of the fund.

12
13

(S}

In the event the total awards for a specific

14/ occurrence exceed the current balance of the fund, the

151 1mmed1ate award shall be paid on a prorated basis, and all
161

claimants paid on a prorated basis shall be paid a pro rata

171 share of all funds received by the fund until the total amount
181 of the proven damages is paid to the claimant or claimants.

191 However, amounts collected by the fund from the prosecution of

201 causes of action pursuant to paragraph (2)(d) and subsection
211

(4) shall be utilized to satisfy the claims as to which such

22/ prosecutions relate to the extent theretofore unsatisfied.
23

24

25
26

27

I

1

(6)

Nothing contained herein shall be construed to

limit the liability of vessels, terminal facilities, or the

fund for damages.
(7)

In addition to the civil penalty, the pilot and

the master of any Vessel or person in charge of any terminal

28

facility or pipeline who fails to give immediate notif1cat1on

30

station shall be guilty of a felony of the third degree,

29

31

of a discharge to the department or the nearest Coast Guard
punishable as provided ins. 775.082, s. 775.083, ors.
26
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After reporting a discharge, a vessel shall remain

1

775.084.

2

1n the Jur1sd1ction of the department sufficient time to prove

3

f1nanc1al respons1b1l1ty for the damages resulting from the

4

discharge.

5

remain 1n the jurisdiction of the department for a reasonable

6

time after notice of a discharge shall be guilty of a felony

7

of the third degree, punishable as provided 1n s. 775 082, s.

B

775 083, or s. 775.0B4.

9

detain the vessel longer than 12 hours after proving £1nanc1al

The pilot and master of a vessel which fails to

In no event shall the department

10

respons1b1l1ty.

11

regulations, require that the registrant designate a person at

12

the terminal facility who shall be the person 1n charge of

13

that facility for the purposes specified by this section.

14
15
16

The department shall, by rules and

403.961 3���3

Emergency proclamation; Governor's

powers.-(1)

Whenever any disaster or catastrophe exists or

17

appears imminent, arising from the discharge of oil, petroleum

1B

products or their byproducts, or any other pollutants, the

19

Governor shall by proclamation declare the fact and that an

20

emergency exists in any or all sections of the state.

21

Governor 1s unavailable, the Lieutenant Governor shall, by

22

proclamation, declare the fact and that an emergency exists in

23

any or all sections of the state.

24

shall be filed with the Department of State.

25

(2)

If the

A copy of such proclamation

In performing his duties under this section, the

26

Governor is authorized and directed to cooperate with all

27

departments and agencies of the Federal Government, the

2B

offices and agencies of other states and foreign countries and

29

the pol1t1cal subd1vis1ons thereof, and private agencies in

30

all matters pertaining to a disaster or catastrophe.

31
27
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l

(3 )

In performing his duties under this section, the

3

(a)

To make, amend, and rescind the necessary orders,

21 Governor 1s further authorized and empowered:

4
5

1

71

6

8

rules, and regulations to carry out this section within the
l1m1ts of the authority conferred upon him and not

inconsistent with the rules, regulations, and directives of

the President of the United States or of any federal

department or agency having spec1f1cally authorized emergency

9I functions.

10
ll
12
13

14

(b)

To delegate any authority vested 1n him under this

section and to provide for the subdelegat1on of any such
authority

(4)

Whenever the Governor is sat1s£1ed that an

emergency no longer exists, he may terminate the proclamation

15

by another proclamation affecting the sections of the state

17

The proclamation shall be published in such newspapers of the

16

covered by the original proclamation, or any part thereof.

18 state and posted in such places as the Governor, or any person
1
19 acting in that capacity, deems appropriate.

20

403.962 3�9-¼4

Terminal facilities and vessels;

21

financial responsibility.--

23

pipeline, or vessel, including any barge, using any port in

25

of financial responsibility pursuant to federal laws and

22

24

26

(!)

Each owner or operator of a terminal facility�

Florida shall be required to establish and maintain evidence
regulations.

Such evidence of financial responsibility shall

27

be the only evidenc� required by the department that such

29

which may be incurred under this part eft�p�e�.

31

the fund or any damaged party may be brought directly against

28
30

registrant or vessel has the ability to meet the liabilities
(2)

Any claim brought pursuant to this part eft5��e� by

CODING· Weut1 1n +k¥M �
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24-546-83
the bond, the insurer, or any other person providing a

l

terminal facility, pipeline, or vessel with evidence of

2

financial responsibility.

3

(3)

4

Each owner or operator of a terminal fac1lityL

SI pipeline, or vessel subJect to the prov1s1ons of this part

61

efta��er shall designate a person 1n the state as his legal

Bl

des1gnat1on shall be filed with the Department of State

71

9

agent for service of process under this part eftap�er, and such
In

the absence of such des1gnat1on, the Secretary of State shall
be the designated agent for purposes of service of process

10

under this part eftap�er.

11
12

403. 963 a:,e-,, ii§

11Hold-harmlesa" agreements

131 proh1b1ted.--Any agreement entered into after July 1, 1974, to
14 I

"hold-harmless" a vessel or terminal fac1l1ty from l1ab111 ty

161

eka��eP, agreed to by a governmental agency or pol1t1cal

181

prohibited.

201

department shall include in its recommendations to each

15\
17

191

211

for the occurrence of a discharge prohibited by this part

subd1vis1on, is deemed contrary to public policy and 1s hereby
403.964 3,&-,,

Reports to the Legislature.--The

regular session of the Legislature specific recommendat1ons

221 relating to the operation of this part eka��eP.
231
241

403.965 3,&-,,8

Budget approval.--The department shall

submit to each regular session of the Legislature its budget

251

recommendations for disbursements from the fund pursuant only

271

thereof by the Leg1s]:.a.ture, the Comptroller shall authorize

261
281

291
30

31

1

to paragraph 403.959(5)(a) 3,&-,if•tfat.

Upon appropriation

expenditures therefrom as approved by the department.
403.966 3��¼9

County and municipal ordinances; powers

l1m1ted --Nothing 1n this part eka��ep shall be construed to

deny any county or mun1cipal1ty authority to exercise police
29
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11 powers by ordinance or law under any general or special act,
21 and laws and ordinances promulgated in furtherance of the
JI intent of this part ekap�eP to promote the general welfare,
41 public health, and public safety shall be valid unless in
SI direct conflict with the provisions of this part ekap�eP or
61 any rule, regulation, or order of the department adopted under
7

authority of this part ekap�eP.

However, in order to avoid

SI unnecessary duplication, no county, municipality, or other
9! political subdiv1s1on of the state may adopt or establish a
101 similar program of licensing and fees for the accomplishment
111 of the purposes of this part ekap�e�.
121

403.967 ;�6��9

Limitation on appl1cation.--Noth1ng in

131 this part ekap�eP ehall be deemed to apply to the storage or
141 transportation of liquefied petroleum gas or to industrial
151 effluents discharged into the waters or atmosphere of the
161 state pursuant to either a federal or state permit.
17

403.968 3,6-,285

Individual cause of action for

181 damages.--The remedies 1n this act shall be deemed to be
191 cumulative and not exclusive.

Nothing in this act shall

201 require pursuit of any claim against the fund as a condition
211 precedent to any other remedy.

Notw1thstand1ng any other

221 provision of law, nothing contained herein shall prohibit any
231 person from bringing a cause of action in a court of competent
24

jurisdiction for all damages resulting from a discharge or

25

other condition of pollution covered by this part efta��e�.

26

any such suit, it shall not be necessary for the person to

27

plead or prove negligence in any form or manner.

28

need only plead and prove the fact of the prohibited discharge

29

or other pollutive condition and that it occurred.

In

Such person
The only

3 01 defenses to such cause of action shall be those specified in
31

subsection 4Q_:l_960J.1.l 3,6-,iof4¼.

In addition to any other

30
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11 remedy, the lnJured party shall be entitled to recover costs

21 of the action and reasonable attorneys' fees.
403.969 3,6�2�

3

Construction.--This part efta��er, being

necessary for the general welfare and the public health and

4
S

safety of the state and its 1nhab1tants, shall be liberally

7

ehap�e� and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as

construed to effect the purposes set forth under this part

6

amended.

8

403.970 3,6-16

9

(1)

10

Enforcement and penalties.--

It 1s unlawful for any person to violate any

11

prov1s1on of this part ehap�e� or any rule, regulation, or

13

punishable by a civil penalty of up to $50,000 per v1olat1on

order of the department made hereunder.

12

14
15

16
17

18

per day to be assessed by the department.

1

19

20

21

22
23

24

25

26

V1olat1on shall be

Each day during any

portion of which the violation occurs constitutes a separate
offense.

(2)

Penalties assessed herein for a discharge shall be

the only penalties assessed by the state, and the assessed

person or persons shall be excused from paying any additional

penalty for water pollution assessable under any o_ther part of
this chapter 49� for the same occurrence
(3)

The penalty provisions of this section shall not

apply to any discharge promptly reported and removed by a

registrant or vessel in accordance with the rules, regulations
and orders of the department.
Section 2.

All powers, duties, personnel, records,

27

property, and unexplanded balances of appropriations,

29

Resources under chapter 376, Florida Statutes, are hereby

28

30
31

allocations and other funds of the Department of Natural

transferred by a type four transfer, pursuant to s. 20.06(4),
31
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2

A bill to be entitled
An act relating to water resources; amending s.

3

373.026, Florida Statutes, expanding duties of

5

respect to collecting and mon1tor1ng data

4

the Department of Environmental Regulation with

6

relating to water resources; creating s.

8

department to establish a groundwater quality

7

403.063, Florida Statutes, requiring the

9

mon1tor1ng network and prov1d1ng criteria

10

therefor; requ1r1ng regional and local

11

governments to sample and test groundwater as

12

directed by the department; requiring the

13

department to develop a program of inspecting

14

package sewage treatment facilities, amending

15

s. 403.855, Florida Statutes, expanding duties

16

of the department relating to imminent hazards

17

in water supplies, adding subsections to s.

18

373 203, Florida Statutes, providing

19

definitions; amending s. 373 206, Florida

20

Statutes, expanding the authority of the

21

department to plug hazardous artesian wells;

22

creating s

23

requiring water management d1str1cts to adopt

24

plans for plugging abandoned artesian wells;

25

providing for review of plans by the

26

department; creating s. 487.0615, Florida

27

Statutes; establishing the Pesticide Review

28

Council; providing for membership; providing

29

powers and responsibilities; providing for

30

rulemaking petition, providing reimbursement

31

for travel; creating s. 487 043, Florida

© @-[f)�

'utedt,y
,TE ARCHIVES
T OF STATE

BUILDING

Tallah•ssee. 1L 323�25

S!"rtes

11

373.207, Florida Statutes,

1
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21

Section 41.

Part I of chapter 376, Florida Statutes,

shall consist of sections 376 011, 376 021, 376.031, 376.041,

3

376.051, 376 06, 376.07, 376.09, 376 10, 376 11, 376.12,

5

376.19, 376.20, 376.205, and 376 21, Florida Statutes, and s

41 376.13, 376.14, 376.15, 376 16, 376.165, 376 17, 376.18,

6

376.011, Florida Statutes, 1s amended to read

7

B!

376 011

shall be known as the "Pollutant Spill Prevention and Control

91 Act."

10
11

121

131
141

Short title --Part I of this ���s cl1apter

Section 42.

to read.

376.051
(6)

Subsection {6) 1s added to sec��on 376 051

Powers and duties of the departrnent.--

W1th1n 120 days of the effective date of th1s

subsection, the department shall adoot rules orov1d1ng for the

15\ coord1nat1on of the resoect1ve duties of the Department of

16\ Environmental Reculat1on and the Department of Natural

17I Resources with resoect to the 1molementat1on of part I of this
chapter.

18

Sue� rules shall specifically establish procedures

19) that determine which of the two agencys should respond in the
201 case of soecific types of pollutant spill incidents, and
establish minimum criteria for resoonse times.

21

The rules

shall also specify cr1ter1a and procedures for the expenditure

22

23 \ of _Q_oastal Prote_ction Trust Fund moneys for pollut.:.on

24
25

26

1

incidents that recruire action by the Department of
Environmental Regulation
Section 43

Part II of chapter 376, Florida Statutes,

27

cons1st1ng of sections 376 30, 376.32, 376.35, 376.40, 376 45,

29

376.85, and 376 90, Flor�da Statutes, is created to read:

28
30

31

376.50, 376.55, 376.60, 376.65, 376.70, 376 75, 376 BO,

376.30

PART II

Legislative intent
58
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I

Legislature finds and declares that the
preservation of groundwater 1s a matter of the highest urgency

3

and pr1or1ty, and that such use can only be served effectively

i

by maintaining the quality of inland waters as close to a
pristine condition as possible, taking into account multiple
use accommodat1ons necessary to provide the broadest possible
promotion of public and private interests.
(2)

The Legislature further finds and declares that.

(a)

The transfer of pollutants within the Jur1sd1ction

of the state and state inland waters 1s a hazardous
11 undertaking;
2

( b)

Spills, discharges, and escapes of pollutants

3

occurring as a result of pYocedures taken by private and

4

government entities 1nvolv1ng the storage of such products

5

pose threats of great danger and damage to the environment of

6

the state, to citizens of the state and other interests

7

deriving livelihood from the state,

8
9

(C)

Such hazards have occurred in the past, are

occurring now, and present future threats of potentially

'O

catastrophic proportions, all of which are expressly declared

,1

to be inimical to the paramount interests of the state as

'2

herein set forth, and

3

( d)

Such state interests outweigh any economic burdens

4

imposed by the Legislature upon those engaged 1n storing

5

pollutants as defined herein and related activities.

6

(3)

The Legislature intends by the enactme�t of this

7

part to exercise the police power of the state by conferring

8

upon the department the power to.

9
0

(a)

Deal with the hazards and th=eats of dange= and

damage posed by such transfers and related activit:es,

1
59
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1

2
3

(b)

Require the prompt containment and removal of

product occasioned thereby; and
{c)

Establish a fund to provide for the inspection and

4

supervision of such act1v1t1es and guarantee the prompt

5

payment of reasonable damage claims resulting therefrom.

6

(4)

The Legislature further finds and declares that

7

the preservation of groundwater quality 1s of prime public

8

interest and concern to the state 1n promoting its general

9

welfare, preventing diseases, promoting health, and prov1d1ng
for ":..'.'c public safety and that the state's interest 1n such
preservation outweighs any burdens of l1ab1l1ty imposed by the
Legislature upon those engaged in storing pollutants and
related act1v1t1es.
(5)

The Legislature further declares that it is the

intent of this part to support and complement applicable
provisions of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
amended, specifically those provisions relating to the
national contingency plan for removal of pollutants
376 32

Definitions.--When used in this part, unless

the context clearly requires otherwise:
(1)

"Department" means the Department of Environmental

Regulation.
(2)

"Secretary" means the secretary of the Department

of Environmental Regulation
(3)

"Barrel" means 42 U S. gallons at 60 degrees

Fahrenheit.
7

(4)

"Discharge" shall include, but not be limited to,

8

any spilling, leaking, seeping, pouring, emitting, emptying,

9

or dump ing of any pollutant which occurs and affects lands and

0

the surface and groundwaters of the state not regulated by

l

part I of chapter 376.
60
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(5)

"Fund'' means the Florida Site Restoration Trust

(6)

"Pollutants'' shall include 011 of any kind and 1n

Fund.
any form gasoline, pesticides, ammonia, chlorine, and
derivatives thereof, not 1nclud1ng l1qu1f1ed petroleum gas.
(7)

"Pollut1on 11 means the presence on the land or 1n

waters of the state of pollutants, in quantities which are or
may be potentially harmful or 1nJur1ous to human health or
welfare, animal or plant life, or property which may
unreasonably interfere with the enJoyment of life or property,
1nclud1ng outdoor recreation
(8)

ttFac1l1ty 11 means a location containing a

stationary storage tank or tanks which contain pollutants and
which ha•Je a storage capacity greater than 500

gallons and

which are not covered by part I
( 9)

11

(10)

0wner 11 means any person owning a fac1l1ty.
11

0perator 1 ' means any person operating a fac1l1ty,

whether by lease, contract, or other form of ag�eement
( 11)

''Person 1n charge'' means the person on the scene

who 1s 1n direct, responsible charge of a facility from whic�
pollutants are discharged, when the discharge occurs.

(12)

"Person" means any ind1v1dual, partner, Joint

venture, corporation; any group of the foregoing, orgar.ized or
united for a business purpose, or any governmental ent�ty
376.35

Pollution prohibited, pollution of waters and

lands of the state proh1b1ted.--The discharge of refined
petroleum products upon any waters and la�ds of the state in
the manner defined by this part 1s proh1b1�ed.
376.40

Powers and duties of the depa=�rne�� --��e

departmen� shall have the power and the du�y to

COOING
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(l)

Establish rules to implement the intent of this

21 part and to regulate underground and above ground fac1l1tes
JI and their onsite integral piping systems not covered by part

41
S

permitting of tanks, maintenance and installation standards,

6

and removal or disposal standards.

7

a

91

10

I, including but not limited to construction standards,

(2)

Provide for the development and 1mplementat1on of

criteria and plans to prevent and meet pollution occurrences
of various degrees and kinds.
(3)

Establish requirements that any registrant covered

11! by this act be subJect to a complete and thorough inspection

121 at reasonable times.

13

Any registrant causing or penn1tt1ng the

discharge of a pollutant 1n v1olat1on of provisions of this

14\ part shall be fully and carefully monitored by the department

151 to insure that such discharges shall not continue to occur

16

(4)

Promulgate rules providing for registration

171 certificates required under this part subJect to such terms
18\ and conditions as are set forth in this part and as set forth
191 in rules and regulations promulgated by the department as
201 authorized herein.
21

(5)

It shall be the duty of the department to keep an

accurate record of costs and expenses incurred for the removal
of prohibited discharges and thereafter diligently to pursue
the recovery of any sums so incurred from the person
responsible or from the Government of the United States under
any applicable federal act.
(6)

The department may bring an action on behalf of

the state to enforce the liabilities imposed by this part.
The provisions of ss. 403.121, 403.131, 403.141, and 403.161
shall apply to enforcement under this part.
62
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l

�

(7)

The powers and duties of the department under this

2

part shall extend to the land mass of the state not described

3

in part I.

4

376.45

5

(l)

Operation without registration proh1b1ted.-

No person shall operate or cause to be operated a

facility without a current valid registration certificate.
(2)

Registration certificates shall be issued on an

"G

8

annual basis, subJect to such terms and cond1t1ons as the

"ts

9

department may determine are necessary to carry out the

�.

10

--

(3)

11

i, 12

"ct

purposes of this part.

13
14
'1
5

'¾,,16

renewal of a registration certificate, the department shall
require satisfactory evidence that the applicant has
implemented, or is in the process of implementing, state
regulations for prevention, control, and abatement of
pollution from any pollutants as defined herein.

"<>I 17

'"'<) 18
' t 19
·20
<
"'21

As a cond1t1on precedent to the issuance or

(4)

The department shall require, in connection with

the issuance of a facility registration certificate, the
payment of a reasonable fee for processing applications for
registration certificates.

This fee shall be in addition to

other taxes imposed by this part.

The fee shall be reasonably

,22

related to the administrative costs of ver1fy1ng data

�3

submitted pursuant to obtaining the certificates and

'24

reasonable inspections; however, the fee shall not exceed $75

�5

per facility per year.

�6

Florida Site Restoration Trust Fund which may be used by the

�7

department for personnel and equipment to administer this

/'8

part.

Such fees shall be deposited in the

In the event the department contracts witn another

1!9

party to perform any duties under this part such fees

'10

deposited in the trust fund may be used to cover such

:1

reasonable expenses incurred by that party.
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(5)

No later than October 1, 1984, the owner or

operator of a facility, with a storage capacity of 5,000
gallons or greater of pollutants, shall obtain a registration
certificate.

Provided, however, all storage fac1l1t1es,

regardless of size, owned or operated by the state or any
other pol1t1cal subdiv1s1on,
1984.

shall be registered by July 1,

All other facilities, not exempted by this part, shall

obtain a registration certificate no later than October 1,
1985.

The department shall issue a registration certificate

upon the showing that the registrant can provide proof of
compliance with the departrnent 1 s rules.
(6)

Subsequent to the dates established in subsection

(5) above, no person shall operate or cause to be operated any
facility without a registration cert1f1cate issued by the
department.

No registration certificate shall be valid for

more than 1 year unless revalidated by the department.

Each

applicant for a registration certificate shall pay the
registration certificate application fee to the department,
describing the barrel or other measurement capacity of the
facility.
376.55
(1 )

Removal of prohibited discharges.--

Any person discharging pollutants as prohibited by

this part shall immediately undertake to contain, remove, and
abate the discharge to the department 1 s satisfaction.
Notwithstanding the above requirement, the department may
;

undertake the removal of the discharge and may contract and
retain agents who shall operate under the direction of the
department.
(2)

If the person causing a discharge, or the person

in charge of fac1l1t1es at which a discharge has taken place,
fails to act, immediately the department may arrange for the
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ll removal of the pollutant, except that if the pollutant was
21 discharged into or upon the navigable waters of the United
JI States, the department shall act in accordance with the
41 national contingency plan for removal of such pollutant as
SI established pursuant to the Federal Water Pollution Control
61 Act, as amended, and the costs of removal incurred by the
71 department shall be paid 1n accordance with the applicable
8] provisions of said law.

Federal funds provided under said act

91 shall be used to the maximum extent possible prior to the
expenditure of state funds
(3)

No action taken by any person to contain or remove

a discharge, whether such action is taken voluntarily or at
the request of the department or its des1gnee, shall be
construed as an admission of liability for the discharge.
(4)

No person who, voluntarily or at the request of

the department or its designee, renders assistance in
containing or removing pollutants shall be liable for any
civil damages to third parties resulting solely from acts or
omissions of such person 1n rendering such assistance, except
for acts or omissions amounting to gross negligence or willful
misconduct.
(5)

Nothing in this part shall affect the right of any

person to render assistance 1n containing or removing any
pollutant or any rights which that person may have against any
third party whose acts or omissions in any way have caused or
contributed to the discharge of the pollutant.
(6)

Any person who renders assistance in containing or

removing any pollutant may be eligible for reimbursement of
the cost of containment or removal, provided prior approval
for such reimbursement is granted by the department.

The
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l

department may, upon petition and for good cause shown, waive

2

the prior-approval prerequ1s1te.

•

376.60

3

(l)

Florida Site Restoration Trust Fund.--

The purpose of this section is to provide a

5

mech.nism to have financial resources 1rruned1ately available

6

for cleanup and rehab1l1tat1on after a pollutant has been

7

discharged, to prevent further damage by the pollutant, and to
pay for damages.

It 1s the legislative intent that this

section be liberally construed to effect the purposes set

"•
o
-:>.,.

"

o

10

forth, such 1nterpretat1on being especially imperative 1n

ll

light of the danger to the environment and resources.
(2)

12
13

< l4

'

Further it is the purpose of this section to

provide a mechanism through which the State of Florida could
1mmed1ately respond to short-term emergencies involving a

15

threat to or an act¥al contamination of the groundwater.

16

is the intent of the Legislature that the department provide

17

not only technical assistance when responding to these short

18

term emergencies, but also financial resources to respond to

19

emergencies which pose an immediate envirorunental or public

20

health threat.

21

(3)

It

The Trust Fund shall be utilized to enable the

22

department to respond on an emergency basis to incidents which

23

threaten the environment or public health when otherwise

/ 24

25

responsible parties do not adequately respond.

The department

shall adopt rules for the purposes of this section.

26

(4)

Fund money shall be expended 1n a manner which is

27

consistent with s. 114(c) of the Comprehensive Env1rorunental

,28

Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980, 94 Stat.
2767, as it relates to cleanup of hazardous waste sites which
resulted from contamination by pollutants, as defined herein

l

and hazardous waste as defined by department rule.
66
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1
2
3

(5)

The Florida Site Restoration Trust Fund 1s

established, to be used by the department as a nonlaps1ng
revolving fund for carrying out the purposes of this part and
part VI

relating to hazardous waste management.

To th1s fund

shall be credited all excise taxes, penalties, judgments, and
other fees and charges related to this part, and part VI
relating to hazardous waste management.
8

9
� 10
�-6'<', ll
12
�clJ

9�
✓ 14
I'

15
P�l6

�� 17
◊_,
18
'%>�
d9

�� 20
-::-�
l

Charges against the

fund shall be 1n accordance with th1s section.
(6)(a)

There is hereby levied, to be collected from

and paid by each registrant, excluding mun1c1pal1t1es,
counties, the state and its pol1t1cal subd1v1s1ons, an excise
tax upon each registrant for the pr1v1lege of operating a
facility handling pollutants, the amount of which is to be
determined by the department as measured by the volume
transferred to or from the registrant
(b}

The excise tax shall be 2 cents per barrel coming

to rest in Florida until the balance in the fund equals or
exceeds $10 million.

The fiscal year immediately following

the year in which the balance in ti:Le fund equals or exceeds
$10 million, no excise tax shall be levied unless:
l.

!21 million.

The balance in the fund is less than or equal to $3
The fiscal year immediately following the year in

'3f which the balance 1n the fund is less than or equal to $3
'41 million, the excise tax shall be and shall remain 2 cents per
S
/6
7

barrel coming to rest 1n Florida until the fund again equals
or exceeds $10 million.

The fiscal year irrunediately following

the year in which the fund again 1s equal to or exceeds $10

8/ m1ll1on, the excise tax and fund shall be controlled as when
91 the fund first was equal to or exceeded $10 million.
2.

The fund is unable to pay any proven claims against

the fund at tile end of the fiscal year.
67
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11 other provision of this section, the fiscal year following the
2[ year in which the fund 1s unable to pay any proven claims
31 against the fund at the end of the fiscal year, the excise tax
41 shall be and shall remain 5 cents per barrel until all

SI

outstanding proven claims have been paid and the fund again

61 equals or exceeds $1.5 million then the excise tax shall be 2
7] cents per barrel until the fund again equals or exceeds $10
8] million.

Oj

91

The fiscal year immediately following the year in

which the fund, after levy of the 5-cent excise tax, again

1s

LO

equal to or exceeds $10 m1ll1on, the excise tax and fund shall

ll

be controlled in accordance with subparagraph 1., unless

l2

otherwise provided.
3.

.3

In the event that the excise tax

1s

being levied

simultaneously to replenish both the Coastal Protection Trust

·.4
1_5

Fund and the Florida Site Restoration Trust Fund, both funds

l_5

shall receive an equal distribution of the revenue generated

l_7

from the excise tax.
4.

8

The fund has had appropriated to it by the

91 Legislature, but not yet repaid, state funds from the General
1

0

'"l
�2
'3

I

Revenue Fund

In such event, the excise tax shall continue in

effect until all such funds are repaid to the General Revenue
Fund.
{c}

The excise tax provided for in this section shall

\

be collected monthly by the Department of Revenue on the basis

5s

of records certified to the Department of Revenue and

6;

Department of Environmental Regulation and shall be credited

77

to the fund.

l!

excise tax on each barrel of the pollutant shall be imposed

'i,
)I

However, for the purposes of this section, the

only once, at the first transfer of the specific pollutant.
Each tax barrel of the refined petroleum product shall only be
considered once for the purpose of this excise tax.
68
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excise tax shall be in addition to all other taxes imposed
upon or paid by the registrant.

However, any facility with a

storage capacity of 250 barrels or less shall report and pay
the excise tax semiannually.
(d)

Except for the 3-percent collection allowance, the

same duties and privileges imposed by chapter 212 respecting
the remission of tax; the making of returns; penalties and
interest; the keeping of books, records, and accounts; and the
compliance with the rules of the Department of Revenue in the
10

adm1n1strat1on of that chapter shall apply to and be binding

"'V�ll

on all registrants who are subJect to this section, except for

e,n2

the provisions of s. 212.12(1).

� ,.J.3

�4
1i_JS
� sL6
L7
3
t;,

Bl
9

(e)

The Department of Revenue shall maintain records

indicating the amount of taxes collected.

These records shall

be conf1dent1al, as provided 1n s. 213.072.
(f)

The Department of Revenue shall promulgate rules,

establish audit procedures for the audit of registrants under
this seciton, assess for delinquencies, and prescribe and
publish such forms as may be necessary to effectuate the

co! purposes of this section.
St1
(g) The Department of Revenue, according to the
�.t-.
applicable rules of the Career Service Commission, is
2
e.!:3

t;, �

".[ ,s
11;

"·

'a

"'

authorized to employ persons and incur other expenses for
which funds are appropriated by the Legislature.
(7)

Moneys in the fund also may be disbursed for

administrative expenses of the department related to the
enforcement of this part.
(8)

Moneys in the fund not needed currently to meet

the obligations of the department in the exercise of 1ts
respons1b1l1t1es under th1s part shall be deposited w1th the
Treasurer to the credit of the fund and may be invested in
69
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l

such manner as 1s provided for by statute.

Interest received

2

on such investment shall be credited to the fund.

4

fund from the person or persons causing the discharge or from

6

or expended therefrom, pursuant to s. 376.65(4), except that

B

pollutant or other similar disaster shall be apportioned

3
5

7
9

10

11
12

113

14

15

116

17
18
t9

!O
!l

(9)

The department shall recover to the use of the

the Federal Government, Jointly and severally, all sums owed
recoveries resulting from damage due to a discharge of a

between the fund and the General Revenue Fund so as to repay
the full costs to the General Revenue Fund of any sums

disbursed therefrom as a result of such disaster.

Requests

for reimbursement to the fund for the above costs, if not paid

within 30 days of demand, shall be turned over to the
Department of Legal Affairs for collection.
376.65
(1)

Liabilities and defenses of facilities.--

Because it is the intent of this part to provide

the means for rapid and effective cleanup and to minimize

damages, when a discharge of pollutants occurs from an inland
terminal fac1l1ty, recovery of costs of abatement and cleanup

shall be l1m1ted to an amount not to exceed $8 million; from a
local bulk plant facility, recovery costs of abatement and

cleanup shall be limited to an amount not to exceed $2

million; from a retail facility, recovery costs of abatement
and cleanup shall be limited to an amount not to exceed $1

million; and from an end-user recovery, cost of abatement and
cleanup shall be limited to the following amounts:

1,500

gallons but less than 30,000 gallons shall be limited to

$500,000 and 30,000 gallons or more shall be limited to $1

million.

However, when a discharge of pollutants occurs from

a facility with less than a 1,500 gallon capacity recovery of
costs of abatement and cleanup shall be limited to $250,000.
70
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1

When the department can show that such d1scharge was the

2

result of willful or gross negligence or willful misconduct

3

within the pr1vity or knowledge of the owner or operator, such

4

owner or operator shall be liable to the fund for the full

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

amount of such sums expended.

In addition to the foregoing

coats of cleanup, fac1l1t1es shall be liable to the fund for
all damages 1n accordance with the terms of subsections (2),
(3) and (4) and s. 376 60(6)
(2)

Any person claiming to have suffered damages as a

result of a discharge of pollutants prohibited by s. 376.35,
may, w1th1n 180 days after the date of such discharge, apply

12

to the department for reimbursement from the fund.

13

department shall give notice of the claim for damages to the

14
15
16
17
18

19

person responsible for the discharge.

The

It shall be the

responsibility of the claimant to provide the department with
the required documentation concerning the damages suffered as
a direct result of the discharge.

The department shall

prescribe appropriate forms and details for such application,
which application shall include a provision requiring the

20

applicant to make a sworn verification of the damage claim to

21

the best of his knowledge.

22

may, upon petition and for good cause shown, waive the 180-day

23

limitation for filing damage claims.

24

(a)

The secretary of the department

The secretary shall establish the amount of damage

25\ award and shall certify the a.mount of the award and the name
261 of the claimant to the treasurer, who shall pay the award from
271 the fund, subJect to the provisions of subsection (5).

If the

281 claimant agrees with the established amount of damage, the
291 settlement shall be binding upon both parties as to all issues
301 and cannot be further attached, collaterally or by separate

31/ action, 1n the future.

If the total amount of such awards
71
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1 exceeds the amount available to any claimant or claimants from
1
2 the fund, such claimant or claimants shall have the right to a
3[ pro rata share of all funds available in the fund until the

41
SJ

total amount of awards is paid to the claimant or claimants.
(b)

If either the claimant or the person determined by

6I the secretary to be responsible for the discharge disagrees

71 with the amount of the damage award, such person may request a
If a hearing

81 hearing pursuant to s. 120.57.

1s

requested, the

91 final order shall be issued by the secretary of the

101 department.
111

(c)

Each person's damage claims arising from a single

121 occurrence shall be stateq in one application.

13 omitted from any claim at the time the award
1
14 deemed waived.
15

(d)

1s

Damages

made shall be

If a person damaged by a discharge of pollutant

16I chooses to make a claim against the fund and accepts payment
171 from, or a judgment against, the fund, then the department

18! shall be subrogated to any cause of action that the claimant

191 may have had, to the extent of such payment or Judgment, and

201 shall diligently pursue recovery on that cause of action
211 pursuant to subsection (4) and s. 376.60(6).

In any such

221

action i the amount of damages shall be proved by the

24

amount paid or owed from the fund to claimants.

23 I department by submitting to the court a written report of the

Such written

25

report shall be admissible in evidence, and the amounts paid

27

be irrebuttably presumed to be the amount of damages.

26

28

from or owed by the fund to the claimants stated therein ehall
(e)

The fund is absolutely liable for all proven

29\ damages against the fund as provided for in this section.
30
31
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1

(f)

The department shall be a necessary party to all

2

ad.min1strat1ve hearings and court proceedings under this

3

section.
(2)

4

It shall be the duty of the department 1n

5

administering the fund diligently to pursue the reimbursement

6

to the fund of any sum expended from the fund for cleanup,

7

abatement, and damages in accordance with the provisions of

8

this part.

9

this part, it shall not be necessary for the department in

10

adm1n1ster1ng the fund to plead or prove negligence in any

11

form or manner.

12

only plead and prove that the prohibited discharge or other

13

polluting cond1t1on occurred.

14

alleged to be responsible for the discharge to an action for

15

damages, costs, and expenses of cleanup, or abatement, shall

16

be to plead and prove that the occurrence was solely the

17

result of any of the following or any combination of the

18

following:

19

(a)

An act of war

(b)

An act of government, either state, federal, or

In any suit to enforce claims of the fund under

The department 1n administering the fund need
The only defenses of a person

municipal.
(c)

An act of God, which means only an unforeseeable

act exclusively occasioned by the violence of nature without
the interference of any human agency.
(d)

An act or omission of a third party, other than an

employee or agent of the defendant or other than one whose act
71 or omission occurs in connection with a contractual
8\ relationship existing, directly or indirectly, with the
9[ defendant, except when the sole contractual arrangement arises

01

from a published tariff and acceptance for carriage by a
73
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ll common carrier by rail, if the defendant establishes by a
21 preponderance of the evidence that:
1.

3

The defendant exercised due care with respect to

41 the hazardous waste concerned, taking into consideration the
SI characteristics of such hazardous waste, in light of all
61 relevant facts and c1rcwnstances; and
2.

7

The defendant took precautions against foreseeable

SI acts or omissions of any such third party and against the
9/ consequences that could foreseeably result from such acts or
IOI omissions.
11

(4)

In the event the total awards against the fund

12

shall exceed the present balance of the fund, the claimants

13

shall be paid from the future income of the fund

14

(5)

In the event the total awards for a specific

151 occurrence exceed the current balance of the fund; the
161 immediate award shall be paid on a prorated basis; and all
17I claimants paid on a prorated basis shall be paid a pro rata
18[ share of all funds received by the fund until the total amount
191 of the proven damages is paid to the claimant or claimants.
201 However, amounts collected by the fund from the prosecution of
211 causes of action pursuant to paragraph (2)(d) and subsection
22I (4) shall be utilized to satisfy the claims as to which such
23

I

prosecutions relate to the extent theretofore unsatisfied.

24

376.70

25

(1)

Facilities, financial responsibility.-

Each 0"1ler or operator of a facility shall be

26I required to estll>lish and maintain evidence of financial
27

responsibility.

Such evidence of financial responsibility

281 shall be the only evidence required by the department that
29/ such registrant has the ability to meet the liab1lit1es wh1ch
301 may be incurred under this part.
31
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l

(2)

Any claim brought pursuant to this part may be

2

brought directly against the bond, the insurer, or any other

3

person prov1d1ng a facility with evidence of financial

4

responsibility.

s

(3)

Each owner or operator of a facility subJect to

6

the provisions of this part shall designate a person in the

7

state as his legal agent for service of process under this

8

part, and such designation shall be filed with the Department

9

of State.

In the absence of such designation, the Secretary

10

of State shall be the designated a9ent for purposes of service

11

of process under this part.

12

376 75

13

(1)

Enforcement and penalties --

The penalty prov1s1ons of this section shall not

14

apply to any discharge promptly reported and removed by a

15

registrant in accordance with t..�e rules, regulations and

16

orders of the department.

17

(2)

Penalties assessed herein for a discharge shall be

18

in accordance with the provisions administered by the

19

department in chapter 403.

20

376.80

County and municipal ordinances; powers

21

l1m1ted.--Nothing in this part shall be construed to deny any

22

county or municipality authority to exercise police powers by

23

ordinance or law under any general or special act, and laws

24

and ordinances adopted ln furtherance of the intent of this

25

part to promote the general welfare, public health, and public

26

safety shall be valid unless in direct conflict with the

27

provisions of this part or any rule, regulation, or order of

28

the department adopted under authority of this part.

29

in order to avoid unnecessary duplication, no county,

30

mun1c1pality 1 or other pol1t1cal subdivision of the state may

However,

31
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11

adopt or establish • similar program of licensing and fees for

21 the accomplishment of the purposes of this part.
376.85

3

Individual cause of action for damages.--The

4) remedies in this part shall be deemed to be cumulative and not
SI exclusive.

Nothing in this part shall require pursuit of any

61 claim against the fund as a cond1t1on precedent to any other
7

remedy.

Not�1thstand1ng any other provision of law, nothing

Bl contained herein shall proh1b1t any person from bringing a
9f cause of action in a court of competent Jur1sdict1on for all
101 damages resulting from a discharge or other cond1t1on of
111 pollution covered by this part.

In any such suit, it shall

12

not be necessary for the person to plead or prove negligence

13

in any form or manner.

14

the £act of the prohibited discharge or other pollutive

15

condition and that it occurred.

16

cause of action shall be those specified in s

17

addition to any other remedy; the inJured party shall be

18

entitled to recover costs of the action and reasonable

19

attorneys' fees.

20

376.90

Such person need only plead and prove
The only defenses to such
376.65(3)

Construct1on.--This part, being necessary for

21

the general welfare and the public health and safety of the

22

state and its inhabitants, shall be liberally construed to

23

effect the purposes set forth under this part and Fede�al

24

Water Pollution Control Act, as amended

25
26

Section 44.

Paragraph (b) of subsection (4) of section

376.11, Florida Statutes, is amended to read:

27

376.11

28

(4)

29

In

(b)

Florida Coastal Protect1on Trust Fund.--

The excise tax shall be 2 cents per barrel

30

transferred until the balance in the fund equals or exceeds

31

$30 $�§ million.

The fiscal year immediately following the
76
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SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
PART I-POLLUTANT SPILL PREVENTION AND CONTROL
Present Florida law, does not provide for an effective
mechanism to control, prevent, or pay for pollution problems
which can arise from leaking storage fac1l1t1es which contain
refined petroleum products.
PART II-HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
The hazardous waste program was 1n1t1ated in Florida 1n 1980.
The permitting portion of the program 1s now underway. Under
this program hazardous waste generators that generate greater
than 1,000 kilograms per month, hazardous waste treaters,
starers or disposers are permitted. The state currently has no
mechanism for identifying small hazardous waste generators or
addressing their waste disposal needs in an economically
feasible manner.
The Hazardous Waste Management Trust Fund (Fund), s. 403.725,
F.S., is designated for abating or reducing 1mm1nent hazards
due to hazardous wastes, maintaining and monitoring waste
disposal areas, preventing damage from hazardous waste, paying
provable property damages, and paying for restoration of areas
damaged by abandoned hazardous waste sites. In 1980, $600,000
was appropriated from general revenue to the Fund, of which
only $100,000 was designated to be used statewide. The
remainder could only be used in specified geographic locations.
The Fund balance is approximately $500,000, but the Department
of Environmental Regulation (DER) plans to obligate all but
$100,000 of this amount by June 30, 1983. The only additional
source of revenue for this Fund 1s the tax hazardous waste
generators, excluding units of government, must pay on the cost
of disposal, storage, or treatment of their wastes. The law
allows a graduated tax rate which will increase to 41, current
rate is 21. The tax does not cover current annual
administrative costs estimated to be $58,000. This Fund is the
only source for matching federal monies in order to clean up
designated "Superfund" uncontrolled hazardous waste sites, The
matching money needed 1n 1984 1s $4.6 million. There are not
sufficient monies in the Fund to provide this match.
Additionally, the state needs to clean up uncontrolled sites
which will not be cleaned up using federal money,
Section 403.723, F,S,, addresses the siting of hazardous waste
treatment, storage or disposal facilities. This process
provides local governments with the opportunity to deny siting
of a facility within their locale. If denied the facility
application would be referred to the appropriate regional
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planning council who could recommend a variance, If a variance
is recommended the proJect 1s referred to the Governor and
Cabinet. Since this process has been in effect, no hazardous
waste facility has been sited in Florida. Currently there is
one commercial hazardous waste facility in the state, a storage
facility in Pompano Beach, but it was sited before 1980.
PART III-WATER RESOURCES DATA COLLECTION
DER 1s authorized to carry out numerous survey and research
programs relating to water resources information.
Additionally, such research 1s being done by a number of other
governmental entities at local, regional and federal levels.
There exists no central repository for such information.
PART IV-SEWAGE TREATMENT
There is a tremendous backlog of demand for municipal sewage
treatment facilities construction. Over $750 million has been
requested this year for the construction of publicly owned
waste water control facilities. It is estimated that similar
needs over the next 3 years will total approximately $1.3
billion. Although Florida municipalities have received $1.2
billion in federal construction grants for these facilities
over the past decade, these federal grants are being severely
curtailed. While the state received $130 million each year in
1980 and 19B1, the current federal allocation is about $80
million. These federal grants now look like they will be
greatly curtailed by 1985.
The "Florida Water Pollution Control and Sewage Treatment Plant
Grant Act of 1970" (Section 403.1821 - 403.1B33, F.S.) was
enacted by the Legislature to provide state assistance with the
local costs of sewage treatment. Under this Act, grants would
be limited to 25 percent of that portion of proJect cost that
1s eligible for a federal grant. The program never has
received a state a�riat1on.
Over the years, federal grants have been the primary funding
source for sewage treatment proJects for local governments.
Accordingly, there were federal administrative requirements
that had to be complied with and some of the flexib1l1ty
originally conceived for the state act were not realized.
PART V-ONSITE SEWAGE DISPOSAL
Septic tanks are currently regulated by the Department of
Health, Rehabilitative Services {HRS) under the authority of
Chapter 3B1, F.S. This chapter 1s further implemented by
Chapter 10D-6, Florida Administrative Code.
Under current law, subdivisions with 50 or fewer lots, with a
minimum area of one-half acre per lot, and meeting certain
dimension criteria, may be developed with a private well and a
septic tank, provided other related requirements of Chapter
10D-6, F.A.C., are met. Add1t1onally, subdivisions of 100 or
fewer lots, with a minimum area of one-third acre per lot, and
meeting certain dimensional cr1ter1a, may be developed with a
public water system and a septic tank, provided other related
requirements of Chapter 10D-6, F.A.C., are met.
Other subdivisions with public water systems may install septic
tanks, provided there are no more than 4 lots per acre, and all
distance, setback, soil condition, and water table elevation
and other requirements are met.
The law allows the HRS to adopt variances 1n hardship cases
which may be less restrictive than the prov1s1ons outlined
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above. The law also states that certain rules and regulations
of HRS shall be superseded by the criteria outlined above.
The law also states that residential lots platted prior to 1972
are not subject to the other prov1s1ons of s. 381.272, F.S. It
states that those lots may be developed with a m1n1mum of 75
feet between any private well and a septic tank or with a
public water supply and a septic tank, provided Chapter 10D-6,
F.A.C., non-distance related requirements are met and the
appropriate health department 1s not1f1ed
of the developers
'
intentions.
HRS is
report
HRS to
sewage

required to evaluate experimental graywater systems and
to the Legislature by October 1, 1983. The law allows
issue temporary permits for experimental individual
disposal systems.

PART VI-EMINENT DOMAIN FOR WATER SUPPLY
All Florida counties have eminent domain power to appropriate
property, except state or federal property, for any county
purpose. No county may condemn land outside its Jurisdictional
boundaries for parks, playgrounds, recreational centers or
other recreational purposes.
All munic1pal1t1es 1n the state may exercise em1nent domain to
appropriate property, except state or federal property, for the
purposes provided 1n s. 166,411, F.S.
PART VII-PESTICIDES
The Pesticide Technical Council conducts public workshops on
any proposed new pest1c1de rule or amendments to rules and
submits its recommendations to the Commissioner of Agriculture
for his review and action. This council also reviews certain
pesticide registration actions taken by the Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services. The council is
administrative 1n nature and has no sc1ent1f1c expertise.
The department has an extensive pesticide regulatory program,
which includes registration of household, industrial,
1nst1tutional and agricultural pesticides. The department
performs chemical analyses on human food and animal feed to
determine whether poisonous or deleterious chemical residues
are 1n these feed stuffs. They also analyze product samples to
determine whether or not they meet label spec1f1cat1ons.
DER and HRS have responsib1l1t1es for the quality of ground and
dr1nk1ng water. However, these agencies do not have any direct
authority over pesticides.
There has been great public concern recently over the
appearance of a pesticide, ald1carb, 1n ground and dr1nk1ng
water wells. This has brought to light the obvious gap 1n
respons1b1l1t1es of state agencies to address pesticide
residues 1n ground and drinking water supplies. In the
ald1carb 1nc1dent, a Tem1k Task Force was appointed by the
Commissioner of Agriculture to study the contamination problem.
The task force reported their findings to the Pesticide
Technical Council and made recommendations to the Comm1ss1oner
of Agriculture. The recommendations to the Comm1ss1oner
resulted 1n two temporary suspensions of the use of ald1carb.
The exercise has demonstrated the need for a permanent
mechanism to perform these studies and make recommendations for
action to pr-0tect the public and the environment from pesticide
contam1nat1on.
PI,RT
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The 1975 Environmental Reorgan1zat1on Act encouraged DER to
align its' district office boundaries with the water management
d1str1cts (WMD 1 s) to the maximum extent practicable. In
add1t1on DER and WMD's were also encouraged to collocate their
offices to allow for better coordination concerning water
related matters especially in the area of permitting . Finally
DER was given the authority to delegate 1ts 1 regulatory
respons1b1l1t1es to WMD's when DER determines the WMD has the
f1nanc1al and technical capacity.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
PART I-POLLUTANT SPILL PREVENTION AND CONTROL
1.

Specifies that the Dep artment of Natural Resources must
adopt rules to delineate the coordinati on of
responsibilities for responding to a pollutant spill and
specify criteria and procedures for expenditures from the
Coastal Protection Trust Fund.

2.

Prohibits the discharg e of refined petroleum products upon
lands and waters of the state.

3.

Gives DER the power to regulate r efined petroleum storage
facilities with a capacity of greater than 500 gallons.
DER 1s directed to integrate the requirement of th}s bill
with those presently required under other law.

4.

Prohibits the operation of a storage facility without an
annual certificate from DER. The fee must not exceed $75
and must be deposited into a trust fund. Facilities with a
capacity of 5,000 gallons or greater and state or local
governmental facilities must be certified by October 1,
19B4. All other facilities must be certified by October 1,
1985.

5.

Requires the person responsible for discharg e of a refined
petroleum product to remove and abate the discharge. In
the event the person does not, DER may remove the discharge
or contact to have it removed.

6.

Creates a Florida Groundwater Refined Petroleum Protection
Trust Fund which may be used to clean up discharges of
refined petroleum products not covered by Part I of Chapter
376, F.S. The Fund 1s capped at $10 million and is funded
by an excise tax of 2 cents p er barrel of refined petroleum
products coming into the state which are not taxed under
section 376.11, F.S. The tax will not be levied until
balance in the fund reduces below $3 million. Interest and
permit fees will be deposited into the Trust Fund and DER
may use the fund for administrative purposes.

7.

Provides limited liability to not exceed $B million for
facilities, $2 million for bulk plants and $1 million for
retail outlets; $500,000 for end users with 1,500 gallon to
29,999 gallon capacity facilities; $1,000,000 for end users
with 30,000 gallons and over facilities. Liability for
discharge from facilities of less than 1,500 gallons would
Persons damaged by any discharge
be limited to $250,000.
from a facility may apply to DER for reimbursement from the
fund, DER 1s also charg ed to pursue recovery of any
expenditures for cleanup, abatement or damages.

8.

Requires the owner of a facility to provide DER with
evidence it has the financial responsibility to meet the
liabilities under the act.

9.

Provides c1v1l penalties of $25,000 per day.
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10. Provides that local government may not adopt an ordinance
more stringent or inconsistent with department rules
relating to facilities covered by this act.
11. Amends s. 376.11, F.S., to reduce the cap in the Coastal
Protection Trust Fund from $35 million to $30 million.
12. Directs that $5 million be transferred from the Florida
Coastal Protection Trust Fund to the Florida Groundwater
Refined Petroleum Protection Trust Fund.
PART II-HAZARDOUS WASTE MANAGEMENT
1.

Increases the tax on hazardous waste generators to 51 from
21.

2.

Removes the exemption from the hazardous waste generators
tax currently provided for units of government.

3.

Authorizes the levy of a tax on the gross receipts of
hazardous waste storage, treatment, or disposal facilities.
The rate would be 31. The primary host local government
would collect and use the funds in the following manner:
a)

to cover the cost of tax collection�

b)

local inspection costs for inspecting the facility:

c)

additional security costs as a result of the facility,
including fire and police protection;

d)

hazardous waste contingency planning implementation;

e)

road construction or repair of public roads adjacent
to and within 1,000 feet of the hazardous waste
facility.

and

4.

Provides a credit against corporate income tax liability
for costs a commercial hazardous waste facility incurs for
hydrologic, geologic or soil site evaluations, permit fees
in siting a hazardous waste facility, and 51 of the cost of
stationary recycling fac1lit1es.

5.

Establishes the Port Spoil Site Acquisition Trust Fund and
distributes 50\ of the interest earnings on the Florida
Coastal Protection Trust Fund, to a maximum of $8 million,
to this new Fund. It also establishes the Hazardous Waste
Site Restoration Fund, which would receive 50\ of the
interest earnings of the Florida Coastal Protection Trust
Fund effective July 1, 1983, minus previous commitments for
that interest money.

6.

Provides counties and municipalities with the authority to
plan for resource recovery management, including hazardous
wastes.

7.

Redefines closure to include preparing a facility so it
will pose no significant threat to human health or the
environ ment.

B.

Authorizes DER to: receive and adrn1n1ster appropriated
funds for county hazardous waste management plans;
fac1l1tate consistency between county plans, coordinate the
development of the plans; submit recommendations to the
Legislature relative to state need s after the plans have
been reviewed; promote public awareness of proper hazardous
waste managewent methods through local and regional
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meetings; assist hazardous waste storage, treatment or
disposal industry by providing them data developed by the
counties on types and quantities of hazardous waste
generated, and institute a hazardous waste emergency
response program 1n coordination with appropriate agencies.
9.

Insures the free flow of solid waste across local
government boundaries. It allows local governments who
undertake resource recovery of solid waste pursuant to
general law or special act to institute flow control
ordinances only for the purpose of insuring that their
facility receives an adequate quantity of solid waste from
solid waste generated in their Jurisdiction.

10. Establishes a new time frame for hazardous waste facility
permits and specifies the permit review and final action
procedure.
11. Authorizes and provides direction for the development of
county hazardous waste management plans. Assistance 1s
provided by DER, regional planning councils, and water
management districts.
12. Provides that a person may petition the Governor and
Cabinet for a variance from local ordinances, regulations
or plans. The Governor and Cabinet may grant a variance
only if:
a)

a hazardous waste facility permit has been issued by
DER;

b)

a facility will not have significant adverse impact on
environment, ground or surface water resources; and

c)

a facility will not have significant adverse impact on
economy of the region.

13. States that a responsible generator 1s relieved from
liability for hazardous waste sent to a licensed treatment,
reuse, disposal, or processing facility, if he has received
a certificate of disposal from that facility.
14. Redefines the purpose of the Hazardous Waste Management
Trust Fund. It's new purposes include:
a)

monitoring and inspecting hazardous waste storage,
treatment, or disposal facilities;

b)

responding to hazardous waste emergencies;

c)

implementing hazardous waste contingency plans; and

d)

funding the "Amnesty Days" prOJect, the purpose of
which will be to collect and dispose of small
quant1t1es of hazardous waste. A $400,000
appropriation is provided from the Hazardous Waste
Site Restoration Fund to the Hazardous waste
Management Trust Fund for this purpose.

15. Creates the Hazardous Waste Site Restoration Fund, which
has the same purposes as the former Hazardous Waste
Management Trust Fund.
DER is directed to diligently pursue any available federal
funds before expending funds from the Hazardous Waste Site
Restoration Fund.
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16. Clarifies to whom defenses are available with respect to
v1olat1ons of hazardous waste laws. It provides that
defenses shall be available to persons alleged to be 1n
violation of the law if the violation was the sole result
of an act of government unless the person claiming the
defense is the government and then the defense 1s only
available if the act was caused by another governmental
body.
17. Provides for a FY 1983-84 general,revenue appropriation of
$300,000 to DER for distribution to the regions and in some
cases the counties, for performing county needs assessments
and storage fac1l1ty area selections, the components of
county hazardous waste management plans required by this
bill.
18. Appropriates $4.8 m1ll1on on July 1, 1983, from the Florida
Coastal Protection Trust Fund to the Hazardous Waste Site
Restoration Fund.
19. Transfers $400,000 to the Hazardous Waste Management Trust
Fund from the Hazardous Waste Site Restoration Fund for the
"Amnesty Days• proJect.
PART III-WATER RESOURCES DATA COLLECTION
Directs DER to act as a library of information on water
resource research in the state. DER is directed to publish
annually a compilation of research documents available and to
develop a statewide ground water investigation plan.
PART IV-SEWAGE TREATMENT
1.

Renames Sections 403.1821-403.1832 as the Florida Water
Pollution Control and Sewage Treatment Grant Act.•

2.

Defines an '1 elig1ble proJect n as a sewage treatment or
disposal facility, or other cost-effective alternative, and
may include the construction or reconstruction of existing
sewage collection on transmission lines.

3.

Authorizes DER to expend up to 2 percent of the State Water
Pollution Control Trust Fund to cover the costs of
reviewing and acting upon grant applications by a local
governmental agency and the cost of other associated field
services.

4.

Establishes criteria for distributing grants from the State
Water Pollution Control Trust Fund as follows:
a)

Grants could be used only for proJects constructed
after July 1, 1983.

b)

Local government units would be required to contribute
45 percent of eligible proJect costs.

c)

ProJects already planned and designed in accordance
with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency requirements
would be eligible for funding.

d)

Eligible proJects would be funded according to
priorities established by DER rule.

e)

The Environmental Regulation Commission would
establish the priorities and have final approval over
the state grants. In establishing priorities for
state grants under this act, an application shall not
receive a lower priority solely because the proposed
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project includes reserve capacity for which the
incremental costs will be paid by the applicant 1n
accordance with s. 403.1826(2).
f)

Because of limited state financial resources for this
grant program, no grant shall be made for the
incremental costs of a proJect 1nvolv1ng sewage
treatment beyond secondary treatment levels.

5.

Allows DER to enter into agreements or contracts with the
federal government on design, construction, operation,
maintenance, and enforcement for projects.

6.

Establishes the Small Community Sewer Construction
Assistance Trust Fund within DER. These funds are to be
used by DER to assist small communities (with a population
of 10,000 or less) with their need for adequate sewer
facilities.
Provides that $20 million be transferred from the Water
Pollution Control Trust Fund to the Small Communities Sewer
Construction Assistance Trust Fund each October 1.

PART V-ONSITE-SEWAGE DISPOSAL
1.

Allows half-acre lots to be developed with septic tanks and
private potable wells in subdivisions, provided the
projected daily sewage flow did not exceed 1,500 gallons
per acre, satisfactory drinking water could be obtained and
appropriate laws and rules were followed.

2.

Allows one-quarter acre lots to be developed with septic
tanks in subdivisions where public water was available,
provided the projected daily domestic sewage flow did not
exceed 2,500 gallons per acre, and appropriate laws and
rules were followed.

3.

Authorizes a developer to use private potable wells and
onsite sewage disposal systems to install a central water
system when a certain density is reached. In these
situations the average domestic sewage flow may not exceed
2,500 gallons per acre.

4.

Provides that the first two paragraphs under this part
would not apply to areas where a public sewage system is
available contiguous to the proposed subdivision or within
one-fourth mile thereof with public right-of-way.

5.

Requires that onsite sewage disposal systems may be placed
no closer than 75 feet from a private potable well, 200
feet from a public potable well and 50 feet from surface
waters.

6.

Provides that lots platted prior to 1972 shall not be
subJect to lot size requirements if the daily sewage flow
did not exceed 2,500 gallons when on public wells and does
not exceed 1,500 gallons when on private wells, but shall
be subJect to soil condition, water table elevation,
distance, and other setback requirements.

7.

Redefines swales in the law.

8.

Authorizes HRS to adopt variances which are less
restrictive than provisions in the law if the applicant can
show that the hardship was not caused intentionally, that
no reasonable alternative exists for sewage treatment and
that the discharge from the individual sewage disposal
system will not adversely affect human health or degrade
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the ground or surface waters. Where soil conditions, water
table elevation and setback provisions are determined to be
satisfactory, special consideration must be given to lots
platted prior to 1972.
9.

Prohibits the sale, use, or advertisement of organic
che micals for the purpose of treating onsite sewage
disposal systems. Prohibits issuance of a permit for
onsite sewage disposal system in areas zoned for industrial
or manufacturing or equivalent use,,where possible use is
to dispose of toxic or hazardous chemicals. Allows
existing businesses using such systems for such purpose
three years to convert to an alternative disposal system.

10. Grants the Pesticide Review Council the power and duty to
evaluate the feasibility of using biological controls to
replace the use of restricted-use pesticides.
11. Appropriates $1,216,200 for FY 1983-1984 and $1,330,225 for
FY 1984-1985 to the Department of Agriculture , Consumer
Services from the Professional Regulation Trust Fund to
finance the Accelerated Soil Survey Program.
Authorizes HRS to borrow money from the Professional
Regulation Trust Fund to finance septic tank research.
These funds would be paid back to the Professional
Regulation Trust Fund by HRS from septic tank permit fees.
12. Adds a $3 fee to onsite sewage disposal permits for the
purpose of funding septic tank research. A $7 fee would be
added to onsite sewage disposal permits for the purpose of
funding the accelerated soil survey program.
13. Provides that the act is subJect to review pursuant to s.
11.61, F.S. (Sunset).
PART VI-EMINENT DOMAIN FOR WATER SUPPLY
1.

Authorizes counties and municipalities to exercise eminent
domain for any public purpose except over state or federal
property. If the exercise of eminent domain outside its
territorial boundaries was for water supply purposes, the
local government would be required to apply for a
consumptive use permit from the district having authority
over the land to be condemned.

PART VII-PESTICIDES
l.

Creates the "Pesticide Review Council," within the
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services to consist
of 9 members. This new council would be in addition to the
existing Pe sticide Technical Council. The members are a
State Chemist, the IFAS Dean of Research, and the
following:
a)

Recommended by Commissioner of Agriculture and
appointed by the Governor: Hydrologist, Toxicologist,
Pesticide Industry Scientific Representative.

b)

Scientific Representative appointed by the agency:
DER - 1 member, DNR - 1 member, HRS - 1 member, Game &
Fish Commission - 1 member.

The meetings of this council would be as needed and their
powers and duties would include:
a)

Review U,S.E.P.A. data on newly registered restricted
use pesticides.
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the ground or surface waters. Where soil conditions, water
table elevation and setback prov1s1ons are determined to be
satisfactory, special consideration must be given to lots
platted prior to 1972.
9.

Prohibits the sale, use, or advertisement of organic
chemicals for the purpose of treating onsite sewage
disposal systems. Prohibits issuance of a permit for
onsite sewage disposal system in areas zoned for industrial
or manufacturing or equivalent use, where possible use is
to dispose of toxic or hazardous chemicals. Allows
existing businesses using such systems for such purpose
three years to convert to an alternative disposal system.

10. Grants the Pesticide Review Council the power and duty to
evaluate the feasibility of using biological controls to
replace the use of restricted-use pesticides.
11. Appropriates $1,216,200 for FY 1983-1984 and $1,330,225 for
FY 1984-1985 to the Department of Agriculture � Consumer
Services from the Professional Regulation Trust Fund to
finance the Accelerated Soll Survey Program.
Authorizes HRS to borrow money from the Professional
Regulation Trust Fund to finance septic tank research.
These funds would be paid back to the Professional
Regulation Trust Fund by HRS from septic tank permit fees.
12. Adds a $3 fee to ons1te sewage disposal permits for the
purpose of funding septic tank research. A $7 fee would be
added to onsite sewage disposal permits for the purpose of
funding the accelerated soil survey program.
13. Provides that the act 1s subJect to review pursuant to s.
11.61, F.S. (Sunset).
PART VI-EMINENT DOMAIN FOR WATER SUPPLY
1.

Authorizes counties and municipalities to exercise eminent
domain for any public purpose except over state or federal
property. If the exercise of eminent domain outside its
territorial boundaries was for water supply purposes, the
local government would be required to apply for a
consumptive use permit from the district having authority
over the land to be condemned.

PART VII-PESTICIDES
1.

Creates the npesticide Review Council,n within the
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services to consist
of 9 members. This new council would be 1n addition to the
existing Pesticide Technical Council. The members are a
State Chemist, the IFAS Dean of Research, and the
following:
a)

Recommended by Commissioner of Agriculture and
appointed by the Governor: Hydrologist, Toxicologist,
Pesticide Industry Scientific Representative.

b)

Scientific Representative appointed by the agency:
DER - 1 member, DNR - 1 member, HRS - l member, Game ,
Fish Commission - 1 member.

The meetings of this council would be as needed and their
powers and duties would include.
a)

Revie� U.S.E.P.A. data on newly registered restricted
use pesticides.
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b)

In1t1ate sc1ent1f1c studies on restricted-use
pest1c1des which pose adverse hydrogeolog1c or human
health effects, using available state agency and state
university services.

c)

Apprise u.s.E.P.A. of specific soil, hydrogeolog1cal,
and general environmental conditions in Florida
counties of intense restricted-use pesticide
application.

d)

Formally request U.S.E.P.A. to require registrants of
new restricted-use pest1c1des to provide test data
generated in Florida or under Florida conditions.

e)

Request information from U.S.E.P.A. relative to their
f1nd1ngs on restricted-use pest1c1des registered 1n
the state.

f)

Make recommendations for required actions on the sale
or use of restricted-use pesticides, subJect to a
maJority vote, directly to the Commissioner of
Agriculture.

g)

Provide information as requested to appropriate
government agencies, relative to council findings.

Recommendations of the Pesticide Review Council will be
considered as a petition for rulemaking and subJect to the
provisions of Chapter 120, F.S.
Provisions are made for members of the Pesticide Review
Council to be reimbursed for travel and per diem.
The council is scheduled for Sundown repeal and review in
1988.
2.

Agricultural policy statement is provided.

3.

Creates the Bureau of Product Data Evaluation within the
Department of Agriculture and Consumer Service's Division
of Inspection. This bureau will review and evaluate
technical data associated with articles or products over
which the department has authority. The bureau is
authorized to establish a position for a toxicologist, a
hydrologist, a biologist, and clerical positions.

PART VIII-ENVIRONMENTAL REORGANIZATION

1.

Provides legislative intent.

2.

Amends s. 403.803, F.S., definition section to provide
definitions for "headquarters" and "branch office."

3.

Amends s. 403.805, F.S., to allow the Secretary of DER to
delegate the authority of DER to branch office managers and
to WM.D's.

4.

Amends s. 403.807, F.S., to list the specific duties of the
Division of Environmental Programs and to prohibit that
Division from processing permits.

5.

Amends s. 403.808, F.S., listing the functions to be
performed by the Division of Environmental Permitting to
include certain permitting which shall be performed by the
headquarters office only.
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6.

Amends s. 403.809, F.S., to require that DER and the WMD's
collocate part of their respective permitting operations
with each others office.

7.

Amends s. 403.812, F.S., requiring DER to delegate by
October 1, 1984, to those WMD's that it finds to be
financially and technically capable the administration of
DER's "Regulation of Stormwater Rule." No later than
October 1, 1984, such power and duties must be delegated to
SFWMD and SWFWMD. Provides conforming changes 1n other
sections of law.

8.

Amends s. 373.026, F.S., to strike language relating to the
procedures DER follows in the review, mod1f1cation or
rescission of a rule of WMD's.

9.

Amends s. 373.114, F.S., to clarify the procedures for the
Land and Water Adjudicatory Commission to review rules or
orders of WMD 1 s. Such review has time constraints,
limitations on who may initiate proceedings, and specifies
actions the Land and Water AdJudicator¥ Commission may take
if a rule or order is not consistent with Chapter 373, F.S.
Also, this section authorizes DER to review rules of the
WMD's to ensure consistency with the state water policy in
Chapter 17-40, F.A.C.

10. Amends s. 373.323, F.S., concerning licenses of water well
contractors. Requires that every person wishing to conduct
business as a contractor nust have a license from a WMD.
Also gives the WMD's the authority to suspend or revoke a
license if a holder of a permit violates s. 373.323, F.S.
11. Amends s. 373.333, F.S., identifying the kind of
information a violation notice should contain and
author1zinga WMD to issue the notice.
12. Amends s. 373.413, F.S., relating to enforcement of Part
III of Chapter 373, F.S., on regulation of wells. Gives
the WMD's the authority to assume DER 1 s enforcement
responsibility. Also allows notice of violation of those
parts of the act relating to water wells by U.S. mail.
13. Provides for effective date.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Part I of this bill allows DER to charge a permit fee of up to
$75 per year for a refined petroleum facility. It has been
estimated that there are approximately 12,000-13,000 service
stations in Florida; however, there are no estimates on other
types of storage facilities in the state. Some estimates have
said there may be as many 30,000-40,000 such facilities. In
addition, this bill provides for an excise tax of 2 cents per
barrel on refined petroleum products coming into the state, not
taxed under Part I, which will be placed in the Trust Fund. At
present there are very few refined petroleum products which
would be taxed by this part because most are subJect to the tax
levied pursuant to s. 376.11, F.S.
Part II of this bill impacts the public as follows:
1.

Hazardous waste facility owners will be fiscally impacted
by the 3t tax local governments are authorized to charge
them, based on their gross receipts. However, facility
owners will receive compensation in the form of a deduction
from the State Corporate Income Tax for technical site
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studies and permits required 1n siting a facility.
Hazardous waste recyclers can deduct 5\ of the cost of
their stationary facility equipment from their State
Corporate Income Tax liability.
2.

Hazardous waste generators will not be taxed for curing old
hazardous waste site problems. Their taxes will be used
for current anticipated problems and preventive measures.
The general public will be the beneficiary of extensive
planning in the way of county hazardous waste management
plans, to insure proper management of hazardous wastes.

Part III does not economically impact the public.
Part IV has the following public impacts:
The public will benefit by local governments having a more
flexible funding source and alternative funding schemes with
variable requirements, thereby potentially providing services
for more people.
The construction and real estate industry would benefit by
having less interruptions from sewer connection moratoria or
excessively high impact fees. There should be greater
compliance with the State's Water Quality Standards.
Part V will requiLe permit fees to be increased by $10 to fund
research required by the bill.
Part VI could impact those landowners whose property was
subJect to eminent domain powers.
Part VII should have no economic impact on the public.
Part VIII should have no economic impact on the public.
B.

Government:
Part I of this bill requires that all fees be deposited in the
new trust fund and that DER will use such trust fund for
administrative purposes. Conservatively, it 1s estimated the
fund will generate in excess of $1 million per year which would
be a combination of fees and interest.
Part II of this bill impacts government as follows:
1.

The estimated tax receipts for fiscal year 1983-84 from the
tax on hazardous waste generators is $24,000. The increase
in the rate from 2� to 5\ should generate an additional
$36,000 bringing total FY 1983-84 receipts to $60,000.
This estimate does not include any additional receipts that
may materialize due to removing the exemption for units of
government which are hazardous waste generators. The
Department of Revenue deducts administrative expenses
before distributing the receipts to the DER.

2.

As of February 1983 the balance in the Coastal Protection
Trust Fund was $48.3 million. Of this balance $7.6 million
1s currently committed to the acquisition of spoil disposal
sites leaving $40.7 million available for coastal
protection.
The available balance 1n the Coastal Protection Trust Fund
will be reduced from $40.7 million to $30.9 million as a
result of the $4.B million appropriation from the fund by
this bill to the Hazardous Waste Site Restoration Fund and
the $5.0 million appropriation from the fund into the
Florida Groundwater Refined Petroleum Trust Fund. This
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will cause a reduction in the amount of interest earned on
the Coastal Protection Trust Fund.
Currently fifty percent of the interest earned on the
Coastal Protection Trust Fund is used for the acquisition
of spoil disposal sites. The remaining fifty percent,
after deducting administrative expenses, accrues to the
Coastal Protection Trust Fund. This bill diverts this
amount accruing to the Coastal Protection Trust Fund into a
newly created Hazardous Waste Site Restoration Fund, at an
estimated amount of $1.5 million annually.
3.

A general revenue appropriation of $300,000 for FY 1983-84
is granted to DER.

4.

The state's General Revenue Fund will be negatively
impacted by the Corporate Income Tax credit allowed by the
bill. No estimates are currently available on the
magnitude of this credit.

5.

There is only one known hazardous waste storage facility in
the state. No data is available on its gross receipts to
determine local impact.

6.

$400,000 will be transferred from the Hazardous Waste Site
Restoration Fund to the Hazardous Waste Management Trust
Fund for the purpose of funding the "Amnesty Days" project.

Part III has the following impact:
The Department of Environmental Regulation estimates a need of
$40,000 annually to carry out the purposes of this act.
Agencies will be able to take advantage of existing research in
evaluating future research needs. A coordinated research
program should be less expensive than the current fragmented
approach.
Part IV provides that $20 million will be transferred from the
Water Pollution Control Trust Fund to the Small Communities
Sewer Construction Assistance Trust Fund each October 1. There
is no current balance in the Water Pollution Control Trust Fund
from which to make this transfer.
Part V authorizes the Department of Agriculture & Consumer
Services, and HRS to borrow money from the Department of
Professional Regulation for research projects. The borrowed
money will be paid back by the increased septic tank permit
fees.
Part VI has an undeterrninable impact on government.
Part VII requires a new bureau which shall cost $167,613 for
the first 12 months. Ensuing years cost would be approximately
$157,873. Additionally, there will be some travel and per diem
expenses for Council members.
Part VIII shall have a nominal effect on governmental agencies.
II I •

COMMENT 5 :
This amendment would take effect on July 1, 1983, or upon becoming
a law, whichever occurs later. Section 6 would take effect on July
1, 1983.
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BILL ANALYSIS HB 967
HOUSE COMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES
RE:

Good Samaritan/Hazardous Materials

SPONSOR:

Representatives Combee and Dunbar

Similar/Companion Bill:

None

Other Committees of Reference: None
I.

SUMMARY AND PURPOSE
A.

Present Situation

Hazardous materials and hazardous waste discharges due to
transportation or other associated accidents present a dilemma to
qualified experts within both the chemical and petroleum
industries. Rather than voluntarily participate in an emergency
situation, qualified technicians, fearing personal civil
liability, often refuse to assist in mitigation attempts.
B.

EFFECT OF PROPOSED CHANGES

This bill would statutorily limit the liability of persons
who voluntarily provide uncompensated assistance in mitigating
discharges of hazardous materials or hazardous wastes.
The bill, however, would not:
(1) exclude a responsible party whose omission caused a
discharge and who would otherwise presently be liable; or
(2) exclude those who receive compensation for services in
rendering such assistance; i.e., ambulatory or medical
professionals; or
(3) limit the liability of any person for damages from
reckless or intentional misconduct.
II

FISCAL DATA
None
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III.

COMMENTS

The bill was introduced as an amendment and incorporated
into PCB 10, Part VI, Hazardous Wastes, by the Committee on
Natural Resources, April 12, 1983.
IV.

AMENDMENTS

The language within the first engrosssed version of
CS/CS/HB 1129 was substituted for HB 967. A definition of
•spill" is now included to refer to an emergency hazardous
situation.
Prepared by:
Staff Director:

Atx\i�

Alex Sokolik
Fred McCormack�,.·
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A new section 768�131-, Flor.10.a'S-t-a-t-\Kes,

5.50

i� created to read:
768.13

Hazardou� spills, Good Samaritan, immunity from

5.51

4/ l'i .a.bili ty. --

s

(l)

6

(.,)

For the purpose of this section:

5.52

nspill" shall include the accidental spilling,

,t

leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, or dumping of hazardous

5.54

l(wastes or materials, which creates an emergency hazardous
9\ situation or is expected to create an emergency hazardous
101 situation.
11
12
13
14
ll

(b)

"Hazardous materials" shall include all materials

1, t

and substances which are now designated or defined as

15.58

hazardous by Florida or federal law or by the rules or

15.59

regulations of Florida or any Federal Government agency.

15.60

(c)

"Emergency hazardous s1tuation

n

exists whenever

16! there is an imminent and substantial threat to public health
17 I and safety.
11

5.56

(2)

Notwithstanding any provision of the law to the

l,t
15. 62
1,t

19 I contrary, no person who provides assistance or advice in

15.64

�I immediately containing or treating or attempting to contain,

15.65

21 I treat, or prevent an actual or threatened spill shall be
22\ subject to civil liabilities or penalties of any type.

Except !15.67

n/ for t...�e i.r.mediate response to 'the spill or threatened spill
241 all activities to prevent, contain, clean up, and dispose of

15,68

251 or attempting to prevent, contain, clean up, and dispose of
26 I the hazardous materials shall be in accordance with applicable 115. 69
27 I state and federal law.
21

( 3)

The immunities provided in subs�ction (2) shall

� ! not apply to any person:
30

(a)

whose act or emission causes i� �hole or in part

1,t
15. 71
l,t

Jll such actual or threatened discharge �nd �ho would otherwise be 115.73
liable therefor; or
fl

---

11

3

Section

1s created to read:
768.13

41 liability.--

s

I

i

..

(1)
(a)

A new section 768.131, Florida Statutes,

Hazardous spills, Good Samaritan, immunity from

For the purpose of this section:

"Spill'' shall include the accidental spilling,

leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, or dumping of hazardous

SI wastes or materials, which creates an emergency hazardous
91 situation or is expected to create an emergency hazardous

101 si tuat1on.
(b)
11[

"Hazardous materials" shall include all materials

12, and substances which are now designated or defined as
I

•

hazardous by Florida or federal law or by the rules or

13

(c)

15

"Emergency hazardous situation" exists whenever

lol there is an imminent and substantial threat to public health

17: and safety.
(2)

18

Notwithstanding any provision of the law to the

191 contrary, no person who provides assistance or advice in

20

I

immediately containing or treating or attempting to contain,

21 I treat, or prevent an actual or threatened spill shall be

221 subJect to civil liabilities or penalties of any type.

5.51
5.52
,t

5.54
5.56
l,t

15.58

15.59

regulations of Florida or any Federal Government agency.

14

5.50

15.60

l,t

15.62
1,t

15.64

15.65

Except 115.67

231 for the immediate response to the spill or threatened spill

UI all activities to prevent, contain, clean up, and dispose of
25 I or attempting to prevent, contain, clean up, and dispose of

15.68

261 the hazardous materials shall be in accordance with applicable 115.69
271 state and federal law.
28

(3)

The immunities provided in subsection (2) shall

l,t

30 I

( a)

whose act or emission causes in whole or in part

l,t

29 not apply to any person:

31 I such actual or threatened discharge and who would otherwise be
liable therefor; or

15. 71

15.73

(b)

who receives compensation other than reimbursement 115.74

21for out-of-pocket expenses for services in rendering such

15.75

assistance or advice; or
(c)

4

who fails to act as an ordinary reasonably prudent ll:t

slperson would have acted under the same or similar

15.77

o circumstances; or
(d)

)

who fails to comply with the lawful instruction of ll:t

8 !an on scene governmentally supervised operational emergency

15. 79

I

9 lresponse team whose duty is to prevent, contain or clean up
10 the spill.
11

(4)

5.80
Nothing 1n subsection (2) shall be construed to

,t

12 limit or otherwise affect the l1ab1lity of

5.82

13

,t

(a)

any p�rson for damages resulting from such

14person's gross negligence, or from such person's reckless,

5.84

16

,t

15wanton, or intentional misconduct, or
17

(b)

any person for the improper management of the

hazardous waste or roaterial after the emergency spill response

18

activities are completed.

19

Responsibilities of the department.-Section 2.
20
Nothing in this act shall be construed to limit or remove any
21
present powers and responsibil1t1esdf the Department of
22
Environmental Regulation with regard to hazardous waste
management.
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AMENDMENTS TO SB 489

1.

Corporate tax credit will be available to commerc1al
hazardous waste and recycling facilities.

2.

Lengthens hazardous waste storage treatment or
disposal permit time frames from 90 to 135 days, and
outlines the permitting process to sat1sy EPA concerns,
in order for Florida to receive this federal program.

3.

Since hazardous wastes combine to form other toxic
chemicals which may not be on EPA's list, this 1s an
assurance that damage as a result of mixing of those
substances will be eligible for state clean-up moneys.

4.

This reinstates existing law.

5.

Appropriates a one time SUM of $4.8 Million from the
Florida Coastal ?rotect1on Trust Fund to the Hazardous
Waste Site Restoration Fund.

6.

Appropriates 50% of the interest if it is not otherwise
committed for department administrative costs, from the
Florida Coastal Protection Trust Fund to the Hazardous
Waste Site Restoration Fund beginning July 1, 1983.
This fund will accumulate the interest unless there is
a maJor pollutant emergency for which the interest is
needed. The Coastal Fund cap is left at the current
$35 million.

7.

Limits liability of hazardous waste generators who send
waste to permitted treatment and reuse facilities, as well
as disposal facilities.
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CSLSB 489 HAZARDOUS WASTE SITING PROVISIONS
Local site planning

Local governments
are required to
select areas where
storage facil1t1es
(transfer stations could
be located). They
must hold public
hearings on the
topic.

DER reviews
these plans to
see
l) if they meet state
hazardous waste needs, or
2) if additional facilities
(storage 1 treatment,disposal)
are needed
3) which regions have the
greatest need.
These detenninat1ons
are submitted to the
Legislature.

State s1t1ng process for
hazardous waste facility
Private industry
makes appl1cat1on
to DER to build a
facilit y at a
particular site.
This may or may
not be on a site
a county has desig
nated through their
planning process above.

l

DER notifies all local
governrrents 1,11 th 1 n 3
miles of proposed
location and publishes
notice 1n newspaper.

l

Local governments have
90 days to determine 1f
the proposed site 1s
acceptcb1 e.

l

If locally acceptable and
DER issues the permit,
then the facility is sited.

ns
prepared 4/28/83

Site is no
Variance ,s denied
locally by local government.
ac ptab le.
r
�
Applicant
can apply
for a local
van a nee.

l

Var, ance 1 s
granted by locals,
and DER perm t
is issued, then
the facility 1s
sited.

l

Applicant may appeal
to Governor and
Cabinet for local varia nce.

l

Governor and Cabinet
may grant a variance
if

l) a DER permit has
been 1 ssued
2) will not have
s1gn1f1cant adverse
impact on environment
3) will not have significant
impact on economy.
The Governor and Cabinet
shall consider the
local record of proceeding.
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BILL NO. AND SPONSOR:

SUBJECT:
Hazardous Waste

I.

REFERENCE

STAFF DIRECTOR

CS/SB 489 b y Natural
Resources, Senator
Kirkpatrick & Others

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
The hazardous waste program was initiated in Florida in 1980 by
the Florida legislature. The permitting portion of the program
is now underway according to U.S.E.P.A. guid elines. Under this
program hazardous waste generators that generate greater than
1,000 kilograms per month, hazardous waste treaters, starers or
disposers are permitted. The state currently has no mechanism
for identifying small hazardous waste generators or addressing
their waste disposal needs in an econom ical ly feasible manner.
The Hazardous Waste Management Trust Fund created in 1980 bys.
403.725, F.S., is designated for abating or reducing imminent
hazards due to hazardous wastes, maintaining and monitoring
waste disposal areas, preventing damage from hazardous waste,
paying provable property damages, and paying for restoration of
areas damaged by abandoned hazardous waste sites. In 1980,
$600,000 was appropriated from general revenue to the Fund, but
only $100,000 of it was designated to be used statewide. The
remainder could only be used in specified geographic locations.
The Fund balance is approximately $465,734. The current and
only additional source of revenue for this Fund is the tax
hazardous waste generators must pay on the cost of disposal,
storage, or treatment of their wastes. The law allows a
graduated tax rate increasing to 4�, however it is now at 2%
and the tax being collected is not covering current
administrative costs estimated to be $58,000. Administrative
costs are deducted before the tax goes into the Fund. This
Fund is the only source for matching federal monies in order to
clean up designated "Superfund" uncontrolled hazardous waste
sites. However, as the balance of the fund now stands it will
not provide the l0i match required to obtain federal funds for
clean up. The matching money the state will have to provide in
1984 is $4.6 million in order to take advantage of federal
monies which will be available to clean up nine of the
Superfund sites. Additionally, the state needs to clean up
uncontrolled sites which will not be cleaned up using federal
money.
Section 403.723, Florida Statutes, addresses the siting of
hazardous waste treatment, storage or disposal facilities.
This process provides local governments with the opportunity to
deny siting of a facility within their locale, in which case
the facility application would be referred to the appropriate
regional planning council who could recommend a variance.
However, if the regional planning council upholds the local
denial, the appeal process ends. If the regional planning
counci l recommends a variance from the local denial the project
is referred to the Governor and Cabinet. Since this process
has been in effect, no hazardous waste facility has been sited
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in Florida. Currently there is one commercial hazardous waste
facility in the state, a storage facility 1n Pompano Beach, but
it was sited before 1980.
B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
Section 1.
The current graduated tax which generators must pay based on
the cost of disposing, storing or treating their hazardous
waste would increase to 5\ from 2% when the bill becomes
effective.
This should generate monies above administrative costs for
deposit to the Hazardous Waste Management Trust Fund.
Section 2.
Owners or operutors of hazardous waste facilities would be
required to file a statement with the primary host local
government disclosing gross receipts for the year. These
receipts would be subJect to a 3% tax which the primary host
local government would collect and could use in the following
manner:
a)

to cover the cost of tax collection

b)

local inspection costs for inspecting the facility

c)

additional security costs as a result of the facility,
including fire and police protection

d)

hazardous waste contingency planning implementation

e)

road construction or repair of public roads adJacent to and
within 1,000 feet of the hazardous waste facility

Section 3.
This section would allow commercial hazardous waste facility
owners to deduct, from their state corporate income tax, costs
for hydrologic, geologic or soil site evaluations and permit
fees in siting a hazardous waste facility.
This section would also allow those persons engaged in
commercial hazardous waste recycling operators to deduct 5i of
the cost of stationary recycling facilities from their state
corporate income tax.
If the allowed credits could not be used 1n any one year, the
unused portion could be carried forward up to 5 years.
Section 4.
This section provides for two trust funds to be set up. The
Port Spoil Site Acquisition Trust Fund would be established and
soi of the interest earnings on the Florida Coastal Protection
Trust Fund would be deposited to this new Fund, however the cap
on the new fund would be $8 million. The second trust fund,
the Hazardous Waste Site Restoration Fund, would receive 50% of
the interest earnings of the Florida Coastal Protection Trust
Fund effective July 1, 1983, minus previous commitments for
that interest money.
This section also provides that the Governor and Cabinet shall
approve the priority list of spoil sites proposed by the
Department of Natural Resources.
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Section 5.
This secti on provides counties and rnun1c1pal1t1es with the
authority to plan for resource recovery management, 1nclud1ng
hazardous wastes.
Section 6.
This section redefines closure to include preparing a facility
so it will pose no significant threat to human health or the
environment.
Section 7.

The section would authorize DER to: receive and administer
appropriated funds for county hazardous waste management plans;
facilitate consistency between county plans, coordinate the
development of the plans; submit recommendations to the
Legislature relative to state needs after the plans have been
reviewed; promote public awareness of proper hazardous waste
management methods through local and regional meetings; assist
hazardous waste storage, treatment or disposal industry by
providing them data developed by the counties on types and
quantities of hazardous waste generated, and institue a
hazardous waste emergency response program in coordination with
appropriate agencies.
Section 8.
This section corrects an inaccurate reference.
Section 9.
This section states that the free flow of solid waste or
hazardous waste across local government boundaries shaIT not be
limited. It also prohibits local governments from preventing
such free flow of these wastes.
Section 10.
This section establishes a new time frame for hazardous waste
facility permits and specifies the permit review and final
action procedure. It specifies the DER will have 60 days after
receipt of an application to notify the applicant and request
additional information. The department shall approve or deny a
permit application within 135 days, however failure to act on
behalf of the DLR shall not result in automatic approval or
denial and shall not preclude appropriate permit conditions
from being imposed. However, an applicant may petition for a
writ of mandamus to compel the department to take action.
Section 11.
This section authorizes the develo pment of county hazardous
waste management plans. It directs regional planning councils
to prepare needs assessments for member counties. It allows
counties who choose, or non-member counties, to coordinate
their needs asse&sments with DER and still allows t hem to
receive their proportionate share of money allotted to the
region, as determined by DER.
The components of the needs assessments are identified as:
1)

identification of hazardous waste generators

2)

identification of quantities and types of hazardous waste
generated
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3)

identification of generators' hazardous waste management
practies

4)

identification of types of facilities needed to serve
hazardous waste generators

The section directs each county to choose areas within the
county to locate a hazardous waste storage facility. Counties
will be required to amend local comprehensive plans accordingly
and preference should be given to appropriate p\{Plic lands and
industrial areas. Counties shall be prohib1tef from taking
actions to prevent hazardous waste storage facility area siting
once the county selection process begins.
The county needs assessment and hazardous waste storage
fac1l1ty area selections shall constitute the county hazardous
waste management plan.
Regional planning councils shall, upon direction by DER,
a)

facilitate county needs assessments and area selection
procedures

b)

coordinate county needs assessments and area selections

c)

provide technical expertise as required by counties

d)

facilitate local and regional public information programs
for citizens and generators of hazardous waste

The DER shall:
a)

Assemble the county plans.

b)

Determine: l)1f hazardous waste storage facility needs
will be met by area storage site selections; 2)whether
additional storage, treatment or disposal facilities are
needed; and 3)which regions have the greatest need for
facility services, and report its determinations to the
Legislature.

c)

Prepare a progress report each year in which county plans
are being developed and submit it to the Legislature on
January 1.

This section sets up a schedule for completion of county plans
by regional planning council geographic areas as follows:
Tampa Bay, South Florida, Northeast Florida

July 1, 1984

Treasure Coast, East Central, Central Florida

July 1, 1985

West Florida, Apalachee, North Central, Withlacoochee, and
July 1, 1986
Southwest
The section provides that pending county plan completions shall
not inhibit siting of storage, treatment or disposal facilites
1n any area of the state. Such facilities sited shall be
incorporated in appropriate plans as they are completed.
The section specifies that counties which prepare county plans
prior to their completion date which are 1n compliance with
this Act shall receive their proportionate share of any general
revenue monies as it becomes available for this purpose.
The section directs water management districts to provide water
resource technical assistance in development of the plans.
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The section directs the DER to administer general revenue
appropriated for development of the plans.
The section proh1b1ts local government laws, ordinances or
rules from being more stringent than state hazardous waste
regulations.
Section 12.
This section reiterates that counties must develop hazardous
waste management plans.
A person requesting a variance from local government denial or
absence of action regarding s1t1ng a facility may petition the
Governor and Cabinet for a variance from local ordinances,
regulations or plans. The Governor and Cabinet shall grant a
variance only 1f
a)

a hazardous waste facility permit has been issued by the
Department

b)

facility will not have significant adverse impact on
environment, ground or surface water resources; and

c)

facility will not have significant adverse impact on
economy of the region.

The Governor and Cabinet shall also consider the record of the
proceeding before the local government.
Section 13.
The section states that a responsible generator is relieved
from liability for hazardous waste he has sent to a licensed
treatment, reuse, disposal, or processing facility, if he has
received a certificate of disposal from that facility.
Section 14.
This section redefines the purpose of the Hazardous Waste
Management Trust Fund. It's new purposes shall include the
following:
a)

maintain and monitor hazardous waste storage, treatment, or
disposal facilities;

b)

inspect hazardous waste storage, treatment or disposal
facilities

c)

respond to hazardous waste emergencies; and

d}

implement hazardous waste contingency plans.

This section states that fines collected from violations of
this act which are deposited to this fund, shall not be fines
from uncontrolled or abandoned sites.
This section deletes the provision that would allow monies
expended from the fund to be recovered from persons responsible
for fund expenditures, as it is not applicable to the new
purpose. It also deletes provision for limited liability of
the generator, which 1s transferred to s. 403.724, F.S.
Section 15.
This section creates the Hazardous Waste Site Restoration Fund,
which has the same purposes as the former Hazardous Waste
Management Trust Fund.
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Deposits to the fund shall include appropr1at1ons; fines from
uncontrolled and abandoned sites; reimbursements; grants or
gifts; and interest from the Florida Coastal Protection Trust
Fund.
Moneys expended from the fund which are recoverable, d1v1s1ble
and may be attributed to a particular person, shall be
recovered from that person to the extent of his attributable
damage. If expenditures are not divisible or attributable to
particular persons, each person shall be jointly and severally
liable.
Section 16.
This section clar1f1es to whom defenses are available with
respect to violations of hazardous waste laws. It provides
that defenses shall be available to persons alleged to be in
violation of the law 1f the v1olat1on was the sole re�ult of an
act of government unless the erson claimin the defense is the
government and thentrle
on y avai
was caused by another
body.
Section 17.
This section repeals s. 403.729, F.S., which describes the
State Hazardous Waste Policy Advisory Council which was
dismantled on July 1, 1982.
Section 18.
This section provides for a general revenue appropriation of
$300,000 to the Department of Environmental Regulation for
d1str1bution to the regions and 1n some cases the counties, for
performing county needs assessments and storage facility area
selections, the components of county hazardous waste management
plans required by this bill. This appropriation will fund
plans in the Tampa Bay, South Florida and Northeast Florida
regions. Funds for the remaining regions will have to be
appropriated in 1984 and 1985.
Section 19.
Appropriates $4.8 million on July 1, 1983, from the Florida
Coastal Protection Trust Fund to the Hazardous Waste Site
Restoration Fund.
Section 20.
Provides effective date.
II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:
Hazardous waste facility owners will be fiscally impacted by
the 3i tax local government 1s authorized to charge them, based
on their gross receipts. However, facility owners will receive
compensation 1n the form of a deduction from state corporate
income tax for technical site studies and permits required 1n
siting a facility. Hazardous waste recyclers can deduct Si of
the cost of their stationary facility equipment from their
state corporate income tax.
Hazardous waste generators will not be taxed for curing old
hazardous waste site problems. Their taxes will be used for
current ant1c1pated problems and preventive measures. The
general public shall be the benef1c1ary of extensive planning
1n the way of county hazardous waste management plans, to
insure proper management of hazardous wastes.
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Government:
1. The estimatea tax receipts for fiscal year 1983-84 from the
tax on hazardous waste generators 1s $24,000. The increase 1n
the rate from 2% to Si should generate an add1t1onal $36,000
br1ng1ng total FY 1983-84 receipts to $60,000. The Department
of Revenue deducts admin1strat1ve expenses before distributing
the receipts to the Department of Environmental Regulation.
2. As of February 1983 the balance 1n the Coastal Protection
Trust Fund was $48.3 m1ll1on. Of this balance $7.6 m1ll1on 1s
committed to the acqu1s1t1on of spoil disposal sites leaving
$40.7 million available for coastal protection. Fifty percent
of the interest earned on the Coastal Protection Trust Fund 1s
used for acquis1t1on of spoil disposal sites with the remainder
being made available for the funds use. The bill diverts the
interest normally remaining 1n the fund, approximately $1.7
million annually to the Port Spoil Site Acquisition Trust Fund
until the fund meets its $8 million cap.
3. A general revenue appropr1at1on of $300,000 1s granted to
the Department of Environmental Regulation. This appropr1at1on
is for the current 1982-83 fiscal year.
4. The available balance in the Coastal Protection Trust Fund
will be reduced from $40.7 million to $35.9 million as a result
of the $4.8 m1ll1on appropr1at1on from the fund to the
Hazardous Waste Site Restoration Fund. This will cause a
reduction in the amount of interest earned on the Coastal
Protection Trust Fund.
5. The state's general revenue fund will be negatively
impacted by the Corporate Income Tax credit allowed by the
bill. No estimates are currently available on the magnitude of
this credit.
6. There 1s only one known hazardous waste storage facility in
the state. No data is available on its gross receipts to
determine local impact.

III.

COMMENTS:
The purpose of this bill primarily is to
a)

rework the siting process to facilitate siting of storage,
treatment or disposal facilities

b)

provide mechanisms for offsetting local and industry costs

c)

involve local government 1n the initial stages of s1t1ng
facilities

d)

document the nature and volume of hazardous waste generated
1n the state

e)

promote hazardous waste recycling and proper management

f)

provide reasonable funding sources for hazardous waste
management

Additionally the bill makes some technical improvements in the
law.
This bill will take effect upon becoming a law.
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AMENDMENTS:
il by Finance, Taxation and Claims:
Clar1f1es language relating to departmental action on hazardous
waste fac1l1ty permit appl1cat1on.
i2 by Finance, Taxation and Claims:
Technical amendment
#3 by Finance, Taxation and Claims:
Technical amendment
f4 by Finance, Taxation and Claims:
Technical amendment
!5 by Finance, Taxation and Claims:
Removes prov1s1on which currently exempts mun1c1pal1t1es, counties,
and other units of government from the levy of the tax on the
generation of hazardous waste. The fiscal impact of this amendment
1s 1ndeterm1nate at this time.
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